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TIS SWEET

MARCOS C. DeBACA

TO DREAM!

COPPER TRUST GETS

HE WILL

DECLARES

NO. 190

READY FOR WAGE WAR

GO TO ALL COUNTIES
TRUTH

HE PEOPLE WILL BE TOLD THE
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RUN BY HANDFUL

ABOUT
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WHICH
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INSPECT WORKINGS,

WHILE MEN WHO

UP TO JAFFA

AND

MAKE
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READY
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SELECTING PLACE

TO

TUNNELS THROW

DARK

PROTECT

THEIR

FAMILIES

STATION

TR00PS

UP BREASTWORKS
WITH

RIFLES

IF

NECESSARY

WHY WAS ABELINO

ROMERO

THROWN
DEPUTY SHERIFFS DECIDE NOT TO

OUT OF SENATE WITHOUT

HEARING?
TRY TO DISARM WORKERS JUST YET

Marcos C. de Baca, progressive can- to the young man, vote for us but
didate for congress Is at the progres- don't think we want you in the party.
Bingham, Utah, Sept. 21. Assistant pany, did not confirm the predictions
The young man makes the best solR. ,C. Gemmell, of the Utah he said this morning: "We will do
sive headquarters here today, arrang- dier and this is a
Manager
holy war. I love
today."
Copper company, Adjutant General E. nothing
ing final plans for a speaking tour this dear old state of New Mexico. It
More deputy sheriffs were sent out
A. Wedgewood, Captain W. C. Webb,
ot the state which will carry him Into has been my home all my life and the
first battery Utah national guard, on the Bingham and Garfield railroad
every county. "I am going to make home of my ancestors. I want to
Lieutenant C. A. Piersens, U. S. A., this morning to strengthen the patrol
a hard, conscientious campaign,'' said see it prosper and do well. I want
and Deputy Sheriff Schweitzer, today established on the theory that the line
Mr. de Baca today, "and I believe to see public schools on every hilltop
made an inspection of the workings of might be blockaded to prevent the imand
am
the
I
children of this state to be
going
that .1 will be elected.
the Copper company's property, where portation of strike breakers. There
to make my campaign on both nation- educated as well as any children in
2,800 of the Bingham strikers were em- had been no firing up to nine o'clock
al and local issues especially am 1 the world. I want to see the man who
re- domination
ployed. The inspection was made to this morning, although the strikers
a
the
so
to
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that
works,
paid
talk against
living wage
going
a11 thelr weapons,
taIn
of
can
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for
care
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have
a
for
as
points
vantage
of our legislatures
stationing
they
family and be a good
Assistant General Manager n. c.
companies of the national euard in
dominated in the past and which citizen. To do it, we have got to
case it should become necessary to call Gemmell, of the Utah Copper company
made possible such a disgraceful break the grip of those few bosses
arrived here this morning and Gen
out the state militia.
sthethrowing out of the sen- - and I believe that we are going to
TftW.te ne.ot Abelino;
Romero who was the scatter them and their
So far today the strikers have been eral Manager D. C. Jackllng is due
here later today for a conference with
choice 'of the people of this er to the four winds.''
unusually quiet and little excitement
was caused by the movements of the mine officials and members of the sher
WOMEN TO ORGANIZE.
jfor member of that body.
iff's posses. It is said that plans for
kick- Former Governor M. A. Otero, na- t "MrA Romero, was summarily
party headed by Mr. Gemmell.
putting strike breakers to work will
Cput .Without' a hearing or without tional committeeman of the
Rumors of plans to place machine be
discussed.
even anYexcusit being offered because sive republican party, has received a
m
'i
,,
....
i
m,uwiim
guns opposite the fortifications on the
W. Va.. Sept, 21. InterCharleston,
he wouloX not obey the dictate of a telegram from Jeremiah Leahy of
mountainside held by the strikers have national officers of the United Mine
I' I)
it handfull
o bosses employed by the Raton, stating that Mrs. Antoinette
so far been unconfirmed.
Workers of America, assembled here
1st. Louis, Ri??cky Mountain and Pacific Funk, wife of the candidate for gover-.:-.
Three hundred strikers reappered to confer with Governor Glasscock,
be
Mothers
I
dithat
railroad and
may
no 0f Illinois, is in Raton and is
of
in
the
fortification
this morning
of commercial bodies
compelled to Nname before the fight rected by the national committee of ing, Mr. Bryan assailed Colonel Rooseknown as the "shoot representatives
coal
'i over.
and it was forces tb come to a stand- the mountainside, which the
and
It was; a scene that win live the progressive republican party to velt's plan for a federal
concerning the
operators
commission
firing was troubles that called 1200 West Viring gallery" from
still.
jjong in my meiinory. I, myself, was appoint a woman chairman to organize to regulate trusts. In his Pocatello
on
mine
Utah
the
toward
done
Copper
into the field and
Admiral Southerlund. who was in !the
king the same ' attitude as Mr. ko- tne WOmen of New Mexico. Mrs. speech in the afternoon, he
of the miners strike here. ginia militiamen
flrBt
expressed
under martial law
area
a
command of the expedition, had an The mendays
iro. . I too. wasia refusing to obey Pnnlr Tritshprl in nnnHiilt with OnvArn- - his belief in the
large
placed
of
a
are supposed to be part
personal honesty of
se rescals and yell do, I Itnow thatior otero before returning home Sun-the- President
interview
miners
of
the
with
because
the
strike, have decommissioners
Taft, but maintained that
the force which came down from the
sent
with
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the
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by
disappointment
day
insurgent leader, Gen.
the president distniBtnii tha
to hear the address of
Zelcdon on Wednesday, but nothing breastworks
j so, those same men wouia nave
for the meeting. It was stated
Governor Otero is laid up at the people. Mr. Brvan win
plans
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t
fortress
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Spry Thursday.
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"wo
1J V.,
..urn me out ot the: hdtiand would omuiai imii ...111.
the" Kanawha
came of the conference, General Zele-jwa- s
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wilu t DcveiB
ae8erted yesterday and it is sup-- today that the strike in
returned Sandoval ettf'lty to the at once acted on tne suggestion ana uguen Utah
don refusing to allow the train carry-to
not
be
would
field
to
.! to the discussion permitted
d that lts re0ccupation is due
inR the marines to pass through the!:...,
as the coal
vuie ' the same set otVenif ho made Bent a representative to confer with
'.
and honesty innbllofflce ajjirs. Funk over the organization of PUTTING TAFT
city. Admiral Southerland on Wednes- - woul(1 ue put to work by the Utah rppraiora hud taken the position that
' justice
tlle women OI xew Mexico. Several
joke among the poor pVeople ,
day night, sent a message to the rebel Pmmr
they wanted no interference from per- mmv tnrlav
SCREWS TO SMALL
whose only chance to iiye was to proniinent iadie8 in various cities
chief demanding the surrender of
sons
outside of the state.
comSuperintendent Schilling of the
work like slaves tor me oeiiwtfiwi have been suggested to carry on this
the Barranca fortress, which is locaCOUNTRY
BANKS
SOMEWHERE
IN NICARAGUA
the few
ted close to the railroad line, or the
work and a state chairman will be se"I might say with" reference to our lected in the near future.
Americans would bombard the posiThe residents are facing starvation.
New York, Sept. 21. A ruling of
AND HIS MARINES ARE
democratic friends that we ttl'Ht All
FEDERALS WON
tion on Thursday morning. At
V
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upon
Kansas City, Kan., Sept, 21. The
today
General
TRYING
Thursday
TO
GET INTO COMMUNranch, which is owned by an EngUlCTORY OUER
for the fact that the fcrogresslvfe party tall said it was irregular for the dog laid down today by Lawrence O. Murcommanders entered into furlish
They took food and all
syndicate.
of
the currency, in an
holds out to us a new deal aU,arwid, to wag it," said Colonel Roosevelt to- ray, comptroller
SALAZAR
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ther negotiations with the American
of
the
WASHINGTON
leaving the American
horses,
Admiral, which resulted in an agreo
adequate protectiontiwour sheet; and day " of the
statement - that the address delivered here to a gathering
cowboys marooned on the desert.
wool industries, our cattle industries progressives had bolted from the re of national bank examiners. On and
ment by which the train would be al
Mexico City, Mex., Sept. 21. After
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 21. The fede
alter October 1, he said, he desired
and nrotects our labor against the
Washington, D. C. SeDt. 21. A de lowed to pass through Masaya, and
party.
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at
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instance,
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at
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Etlan, in which the Indians
Then, too, we have seen the guiding primaries last spring Mr. Taft polled the board of directors shall be con- - reports of the Nicaraguan revolution-- ! their demand for the surrender of and Munoz, which were out of com- were
General Rivera and his
repulsed,
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vened,
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examination
assets
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sevhand of the same men who now dom- about
confirms
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Hill.
today
munication with Agua Prieta for
of the republican vote. made in
succeeded
federal
forces
today in lifte
stretch
ism
their
presence.
steamers and
inate the republican party,
In accordance with this agreement, eral days, have arrived at Fronteras,
again using
Yet our opponents called themselves
of
Oaxaca.
the
ing
siege
the
in
exThe
San
cautioned the
bombarding
across the line and operate
Jorge and other the train entered Masaya Thursday where they combined with Colonel
and they called the 83 or 84 aminerscomptroller
Etlan is a small town on the Mexito inquire into very carefully towns on Lake Nicaragua
in the night. When it reached the station
democratic party. Well do we know regular,
cent
of
voters
bolters."
the
Obregon. There are now about COO can Southern railway, just north of
per
of
undue
concentration
of
the
Rivas.
neighborhood
loans
An
any
on
how to fear them for they know no
attack
several
drunken
insurgents fired at
Rooswlt came into Kansas to re- Oaxaca.
Several thousand Indians,
Rivas from the north by Zelendon's Major Smedley D. Butler, but the bul- federals at Fronteras.
.party and they care nothing for any- main here for two days,, campaigning nf a tinnlr In pnmnnniiu nnntrnllaH
Additional reports of the battle led by Zapatistas, have besieged the
crooked
column
has
their
and
been
the
themselves
bauk,s offlcenj Qr dlrectors
one but
lets
him and slightly wound- at
missed
completely
repulsed
loss
rebel
the
nere touay anu resting lumoirow. ne
Joaquin ranch show
state capital for a week.
"I
with considerable ed three American marines.
now,' he said, "of any bank by the federals
corporations. I want it known now,- did not
to have been heavier than at first
know exactly where he was whichspeak
a concentration would ruin the losses to both sides.
The
in the back part of rerjorted. Six more bodies were dis
Americans
that I am not opposed to corporahis secretary announced
It was believed toHav that
orf. the train
tions. A corporation that is honest going,if but
thereupon opened fire upon covered increasing the rebel dead toj TRIED TO KISS
all went well, he expected to
that
or
state
this
for
any
you come acro88 a case where tne dl. ditional force Rear Admiral Souther-tak- iho rebels but the fire was quickly twenty-eigU a good thing
ana more are tnougni iu
to
Kansas
colonel
from
the
City
land
want
known
it
do
I
had
been obliged to go as far suppressed by General Butler. Inrectora or officera are unduly concen-- 1
other state. But
GIRL IN AUTO
in
The federal losses
bo
hills.
the
demeu
iu
iucan
aim
orm
as Lenox, where there is a gar- - surgent leaders promptly disavowed
wiiawa, awieiiue
that tM people of this state
trating the funds of a bank in corpo- when
reduced
were
correspondingly
NOW SHE'S DEAD
ueioie uiguiiaii.
rations controlled bv themselves and nson ot Bluejackets and marines. It the action of the rebels and promptly six men'
pend upon me, to oppose the grabbing peita,
thought. to have been killed,
Colonel Roosevelt said that he had where you have no Information on is thought he may have found neces- of our state lands, the typing up of
apologized to the major for the oc- reached Fronteras.
In
anticipating
our coal, mineral and timber lands received reports of political conditions which to base an opinion as to wheth- sary more artillery than the two three currence. This terminated the inci-irc- an attack by rebels, nearly the entire
Hartford, Conn., Sept. 21. An atguns which he had with him. dent and the train proceeded to Gran- bv such men as Mr. Springer, Mr. Van from the east which were encouraging er the loans are good or bad, it seems
tempt
by Howard P. Halsey, wealthy
was
used
Prieta
at
Agua
garrison
to me you are clearly entitled to one ine only recourse would be to
where it arrived today.
Houten, Mr. Sjiess and those kind of to him.
business man, to kiss Miss Annie
town
the
last
for
outpost
night,
duty
mount some of the smaller caliber! Washington, D. C, Sept. 21.
"I am happy to say that the east is of three things:
men, if I am elected to the house of
Early
been virtually surrounded by Carelli, who was killed in the wreck
doing its best to catch up with the
'First. That the books of the cor- - guns on the gunboat Annapolis at dispatches to the state department to- having
congress.
of his automobile on August 14, was
during the night.
guards
I
nomination.
Corinto.
to
west," he said, "we're going
give a porations be voluntarily opened to you
"I did not seek the
day contained no news of Admiral
to responsible for her death, according
Railroad
Nacozari
The
expects
Officials of the state department are Southerland and his
was content to remain in the legisla- good account of ourselves along the or, second, that the directors give you
marines, believed resume service Monday if there is to testimony given by the girl's sister,
ture and to continue the fight there, Atlantic coast in November."
a full statement in detail of the busi- confident that Admiral Southerland to have fought a battle, with the rev no further damage done the road by at a hearing before the secretary of
ness of the concerns, or third, that a will get to Granada even though he olutionists who sought to dely their the rebels. All federals now in the state. She said that he lost control
that I started the day I took my oath
LODGE PLEADS TAFT,
of office. The nomination came to
march to Granada. Officials were puz- field are expected to arrive on that of his steering wheel when her sis
Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 21. Senator copy be given, you of a report on the may fight through the insurgents.
me as a complete
They believe that once at Granada zled by the difficulty of
surprise. But Henry Cabot Lodge opened the repub- company or corporation made by an
ter resisted. He testified that his acday.
I
the Admiral will seize some of the
when I accepted that nomination,
lican campaign in Ohio today with an independent auditor."
21. People re- tions were "highly proper" and that
Marfa,
Sept.
Texas,
decided right then and there to go unqualified defense of the administraMr. Murray complimented the exam- lake steamers and send his dispatch
No uneasineas was felt for the turning from Ojinaga, where the fed- the accident was unavoidable.
Into the fight and to go in with all tion and a plea for the
of iners for their work, but added that: out by way of Rivas and thence by safety f the United States force. Of- erals were defeated Sunday, say that
with
and
my heart, with all honesty
K!1irt th0
"We must improve it materially." He "u" uvwmuu mps to can juan aei
President Taft.
i,o
affirm determination to accomplish at
J
"I come to ufge you to do everything said he considered the country exam Sur, the cable station.
to
deal
bodies of Mexicans lying in the
with
rebel
force
equipped
any
Wast the defeat of those men and of in
Managua, via San Juan del Sur, it mieht meet. Th lnol nf nsn wai streets as late as Tuesday.
your power In this, his own state, iner overworked and underpaid, but
their candidates.
of President Taft," nevertheless he insisted "that the Sept. 21. Three American marines explained partly by the fact that Ad- for the
The deputy United States custome
"Concerning Mr. Jaffa, I have no-- j he said.
eiB Biigimy wounoea ny insurgent mlral Southerland must be many miles collector at Presidiox, the Americans
time given to examining country DanKS
ask
I
will
tAing to say at this time.
bullets fired at Major Smedley in the fiom
Washington D. C, Sept. 21. Major
"I believe that the election of the re- be materially lengthened."
his base, with no declare, has in his possession 70 General
Leonard Wood, chief of staff
him, however, from the stump, to publican candidates from the highest
Butler's battalion of American ma- - means Managua,
n
270
rounds
16,000
rifles,
of
horses,
sending messages except by
sllate to the people if, in accepting
ot tne army- - wn leave here tomorrow
more' import
irines, as the train bearing the force courier.
never
was
to
lowest
the
AN
and
ammunition
fifty
MUST
pistols,
captured
that nomination at the hands of thoe ant than at the present time."
for an annual instruction of the navy
!of blue jackets and marines was pas- IXjyvll
The relief of Granada with its for- from smugglers in the last few days. defenses.
Bi'me men and their party machinery
canAccording to a provisional
sing
MEXICAN
through
21.
Mayasa
the
Thursday night
El Paso, Texas, Sept.
Throughout
Reports
officials say, was imwhich threw the first progressive out vass
for the purpose of opening up the eign Inhabitants,
itinerary, he will be at Columbus barhad
held
aloof
led
Senator
rebels
between
a
skirmish
of
Lodge
by
if
other
perative
foreign governments
of the senate, if he endorses that act?
racks
Sept 25; Des
San Diego, Calif., Sept 21. Wil- - railroad to Granada,
factional quarrels because of his
were not to take a hand in protecting Pascual Orozco, Jr., and federals de- Moines,Sept. 24; 26Chicago,
"I will ask him if he .stands commit- from
or 27; for Crooks,
The
American
citiforces
Sept.
arrived
native
of
R.
on
Chi
intimate
today
liam
ranch
Condttt,
Texas,
a
the
relations,
personal
Coahuila,
their subjects. Definite advice from fending
ted to such corporations as the St. peculiarly
and official, with Colonel Roosevelt, zen of Mexico, and regarded as a a Granada, the populace of which Admiral Southerland were" anxiously huahua state line, indicated to officials Neb., Sept. 28; Robinson, Neb., Sept.
Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific and his
on
,
is
the
of
Cali-stravation.
verge
hom tnrlav the pnnrBB hpinc nnrRiiPfi 29 and McKenzie, Wyo., Oct. 2,
friendly relations with the wealthy man at Ensenada, Lower
awaited.
railroad and Its holding concerns? If
The tour of inspection probably will
San Juan del Sur,
via
Managua,
to
the
i.v the rebels' commander in chief. On
denied
admission
administration.
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speech
Taft
Today's
fornia,
In
the poor man being
lie believes
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me
oei""
1200 rebels require more than a month's time.
American
on
national
renei
Orozco
his
utterance
local
and
the
was
his
formal
States
United
today
Thursday
by
- General Wood will be accompanied
placed upon the land or if he believes issues as
o
Pekin, Sept. 21. The Chinese min- passed a ranch owned by General
newly defined at Chicago and board of inquiry of the immigration Ieft Managua Sunday, September 15,
in the land, the timber and the coal
of
reister
finance
by Captain Frank R. McCoy of the
,
to
lne
Pen
national
railroad
Gran
west
on
unde-today
located
Coahuila
the
categorically
and
bureau on the ground that he is
of this state, the water and the salt, Baltimore.
aaa- - wnere it was reported
tnat a fused the terms offered by the six boundary, 75 miles south of the Texas general staff corps. General Wood
-- imhiA Qnrt linhie
democratic
to
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said
hficom.
nubile
Senator
h
Lodge
Mr.
benefit
the
of
for
tieiug tied up
number of girl students at a college power banking group for a loan to border. Orozco continued into Coa- will meet Secretary Stimson at Fort
had abandoned the fundamental charge.
'
Springer, Mr. Spiess, Mr. Van Houten party
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been isolated for forty days and China. The terms demanded strong huila moving due east. According to McKenzie, Texas. Then he will go
once
and
which
it
law
of
the
supported
The section
principles
immigration,
end their eastern capitalists?
vere
facing starvation. As the train security, foreign supervision over the the report of Enrique C. Llorente, Mex- with General Erasmus Weaver, chief
on
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looked
face
its
said
platform
invoked, is capable, immigration men
"x am going before the people me,
Pu-gMasaya, it was fired upon expenses and an option over future ican consul at El Paso, 150 defenders of the coast artillery division, to
approached
incoherflnfiriitt'n
.f vtrlHA
fWor old Marcos C. de Baca at whom like a "perfectly vague and
the
where
Sound,
leUelB
loans
Washington,
Hill
five
H"ihed oaBarranca
of the ranch routed 1200 rebels.
years.
durjng the en?ulng
those political bosses laughed during ent aggregation of sentences, a mass children are said to be In school in
;will be inspected Oct.
coast
' the last legislature
and I am going of language intended to get votes."
Tucson, Ariz., Sept. 21. The auto- 5 or 6.artillery
San Diego. He was ashore today in
Wood next will go
General
to
of
return
that
The
party the custody of the American Steam-power
mobile of xan American mining engi- to
to tell the people the facts in the
Vancouver, San
Oregon,
Portland,
IN
SEND
YOUR
DOLLAR.
of
was
com'
neer named Hocksworth saved Emilio
pictured as the forerunner
case. They are telling the people
ship company officials and stated he
Francisco, Monterey, Los Angeles, and
its
mercial
present
not
will
disaster,
provided
I
rebel
leader
from
am
a
capthe
I
that
to
run,
Campa,
to
the
that
joke,
intended
are no corporations
appeal
department
the new Pro- ture Colonel Girone's federals Wed- San Diego, Calif. The tour of inspec.
that I can't get any votes, that no attitude on the tariff was maintained. of commerce and labor.
by
tion then will be eontinued along the
it
must
not
mention
the
did
Senator
I
gressive
one has any confidence in me, that
Lodge
upon
nesday, the rebel chief abandoning his Mexican frontier to San Antonio and
Colonel
Roose
or
amount to nothing.
progressive party
men to effect his own escape.
FASHION IS CAUSE
file of the people for its
New Orleans to the coast defenses of
"But before this campaign is over velt by name but by implication he opOF MANY DEATHS.
was
men
desertion
of
his
Atlantic seaboard.
the
Campa's
'.
I will have preached the truth into posed the policy of the recall of judges
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 21. Using committee asks
you send in all contributions described in a message from Altar,
to
what
time
and
his
devoted
of
a
state
there
third
and
this
in
every county
the Los Angeles fashion show for his
to Bronson M.
Fe, in care whichonstated that when the federals
ITALIANS VICTORIOUS.
will be none who can refute what I he said was a proposal to tear down text, Dr. Alfred Jones, a distinguished
were
the heels of the fleeing rebels
First
National Bank. You will receive a re- after
say for it will be God's honest truth. the constitution of the United States, nerve specialist of London, made the
the rout of the latter by General
'
Rome, Sept. 21. Another ten nour
"Especially do I appeal to the young "to convert it into a statute change- assertion today that "dress is causing
If it is only one dollar it will
much
Giron, Campa met the mining engi- - battel, resulting in the Italian occu- ceipt.
man the man who is casting his first able by the whim of the moment."
the ruin of more lives In American
neer. He forced Hocksworth to turn pation 0f the oasis of Zanzeur, 12
the success of
In fact
i hallot for president in this great state
new
BRYAN LIKES TAFT.
than malignant diseases."
about
and take him out of danger, j mile8 80uthwest of Tripoli, 1b
will
say neither
Pocatello, Idaho, Sept. 21. From the
j.i of ours. To him, I
He said the intense competition committee would
have
contribuhis men to shift for them-- pcrted to the Italian war office by
dollar
one
of the old parties hold out anything rear platform of his train, William J.
of
all classes
American women
selves. Hocksworth took Campa to General Rogni under yesterday's date,
deto you. They are top heavy with the Bryan campaigned for Woodrow Wil- among
tions
from
of
masses
would
set by fashion was
people
a point near Querobabi, on the Sono-- i
The Italian losses were given as
'' old men who have held them in their son from Montana to this city today, to keep up the pace
nerve racking and nerve destroying. cline large
from
ra railway. The Altar district is in 200 men killed and wounded.
sources
reThe
who
contributing
still
for
years
selfishly
speaking at a number of towns, where Dr. Jones is here on an extended tour
f grip
a serious predicament because of its Turk and Ara6 losses were large hut
tain their grip and say to the young short stops were made. In an address of American cities to
in
old
to
parties.
study various
great isolation, and the thorough General Rogni does not specify the
men, we don't want you. They say of one hour at Idaho Falls this morn- types of American women.
COMMITTEE. looting of the district by the rebels, number.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

The Little Store

ET7

Again Reminds You of the Superior

'cess and the members

By NAN O'NIEL

Club

i

Quality and Large Variety of the

" Soltaire " floods.
Always the Leader

INTER
WITH

ALL

GROCERY

CO.

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
'
CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

AT SUMMER'S

END.

The leaflets tremble, red and gold,
No more the songster sings;
The honeysuckle In the cold
About the lattice swings.
0, Angelina, let us hie
Adown the garden walk
That knowing no Blowing fire-flOr swift mosquito-hawk- .
Those days have with the roses fled,
The summer's gone, my sweet;
We wear our ulsters on the bed,
And dine on sausage meat.
Good by, good by; it gives me pain
And makes my senses whirl;
Adieu till summer comes again,
My beautious summer girl.
Puck.

TERRIBL E SUFFERER

YUU
FROM ECZEMA

the Mothers
were delighted with the cordial
of

welcome extended to the new instruc
tors by the people of Santa Fe.
V

FOUR O'CLOCK TEA.
Tea was served by Mrs. Karl W.
Green last Wednesday afternoon from
four to six o'clock ,on the lawn at the
Gildersleeve residence. Forty or more
callers came in during the afternoon
and enjoyed Mrs. Green's hospitality.
The tea table was presided over by
Miss Helen Gildersleeve. who was assisted by her sister, Miss Myrtle Gildersleeve, in passing the tea and
cakes. Asters and dahlias in the various shades were used in decorating
the te.i table.

THE EULEXIAN CLUB.

bAli

Several Years. ; Legs and Arms
Worst. Parts Burnt Like Fire.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment
Cured Completely. Skin Smooth.

n .11
111

hbna
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A Money and Fuel

T

Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
if our Selection
e
while our stock is
in all sizes. We

Mac

com-plat-

take pleasure n
Demonstrating to you
tbe advantayss to be had
in Purchasing a Coles.
will

.!,.!...
uijjiiv
--

HI1 oflmfrnh

the parts burnt like flre. My limbs got so
bad that from my ankles to my knees there
wasn't a pari icle of skin on them, and the
flesh itself
perfectly blue and raw,
continually throwing off a moisture, and I
tlicm
had to keep
wrapped In oiled silk cloth,
to keep my underclothes from sticking fast
to my limbs.
;
"I tried all !:lnds of ointments;
, and a thousand others, and took
all kinds of internal medicine but with no
Teller. Then I bathed my body with Cuticura Soap and kept It anointed with Cuticura Ointment a i J my skin Is now as smooth
as a baby's. Tu.y cured me completely."
(Signed) Harry A. Jones, Feb. 10, 1912.
A single cake of Cuticura Soap and box of
Cuticura Ointment are often sufficient when
all else has fallod. Cuticura Soap (25c.) and
Ointment (50c) are sold by druggists and
dealers everywhere.
Sample of each mailed

Saver

Holds Fire for 36 Hours

j
to keep from scratching,

or.fl vhonaDa.

Heater on the Marke

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME

J75 East St., Ban Francisco, Cal. "I
used the Cuticura Remedies while in business in San Francisco before tbe earthquake
and Are. I was a terrible
sufferer from eczema for
several years. I had it all
over my body except my
hands, neck and face, my
legs and arms being the
'Worst. I had to put StOCk- ...
...
lnm.
iuqd
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Tbe Original and Only Absolutely

tit:-;io-

Summer is over, the leaves are falling, the summer girl has gone home,
collegians are already making out
s
and even Teddy has come
to us, has seen us, has conquered us
and then left us. Nothing to do
until tomorrow, friends.
And what will we do tomorrow, you
say? Well, there's one wedding we
Sole Agent
For INTERNATIONAL
STOCK FOOD.
know about, and several we are guessing about. Yes, didn't you know he
ALFaLFa SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and
packages was going to be married? After all
these years of seeming to enjoy playing the crusty old bachelor role,
The
exclusive
house in Santa Fe

1912.

8aturday, Sept. 21,

BIY

A COLES HEATER

AND YOU'LL BE GLAD
FOR HARD COAL
FOR SOFT COAL
Coles original down draft. This li
Mica doors are extra lar'ge fitted In restove for tbe home, tbe ofBce an
cessed grooves, perfect fit.
publio
places. It requires little
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
attention and is known to be the
the "Radiant".
servlcable and economical of all sfc

Wednesday evening last, twenty-twthe constitution of the
Eulexian club for boys, organized at
the Episcopal rectory. Eligibility for
membership does not depend only
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPAN
upon age, but upon the ability to understand the objects of the organizaPhone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
j
tion and upon the willingness to cooperate therein. The objects of the
club are to make good Eulexlans
that is, men who shall be well read,
well spoken and well sqoken of; to
a spirit of fraternity that
develop
only
grain
too.
shall last through life; to make a free, with i. Skin Book. Address postThen there will be several fiery study of parliamentary drill; to de card "Cuticura,
Dept. T, Boston."
orators, for tomorrow includes all velop a taste for good literature; to
"Tender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
f : WHEN YOU CAN CiET THE : :
m
mat
iue
cumpu.eu
nappens
Phone Black
understand the art of military drill; Soap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free.
Phone Black
uvn
Aim pu.KiuB me uul
to plan occasional hunting and campWtf
45
B. Hanna, Mrs. T. A. McCarthy, Mrs.
if we are a state.
ing trips; to provide social entertainA. Hall. Mrs. L. C. Collins, Mrs. E.
T.
ment for its members, lectures, music,
All
MODERN POLITICS.
N. Davis, Mrs. K. S. Hall, Mrs. Robert
'
out
(
air
the
rang
thief!"
"Stop
Zimmerman, of Keil, Germany, and
twice a month.
i.nt broke the
Murder!
Miss Lavert, of New Orleans.
W.J
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave o
night,
Dawson Coal
Iola
"Liar!" from leather lungs and stout, THURSDAY MUSICALE. WITH THECLUB WOMAN
PORTLAND
CEMENT
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
Sawed Wood
El Toro
The Auction Bridge Club met MonAnd women's cheeks grew ghastly
A dozen or more friends of Mrs. E.
white.
A. Fiske' assembled at her attractive day afternoc i with Mrs. Hugh K. Gil- "What's up?" the bravest questioned home on Cathedral square Thursday mour. Besides the members of the
us,
afternoon to
the rare opportu- club tlrose present were Mrs. Alfred
"For help I'm sure I heard a call!" nity of hearingenjoy
Mrs. Zimmerman play. Grimshaw, Mrs. H. H. Dorman, Mrs.
"Don't worry, we replied, "that fuss The
Guy Turley, Mrs. H. C. Yontz, and
early part of the afternoon was Miss
Elizabeth Brown.
Is modern politics that's all."
in chatting over emDetroit Free Press. pleasantly spent
The guild of the Church of the
on
and
ZimmerMrs.
later
broidery,
at
Last and most Important, as far as man gave a number of selections on Holy Faith met Friday at
th
the residence of Mrs. Hogle. There
All Kinds of Building' Materials.
Society nace is concerned, to the
piano, among them being Beet was a larsre attendance
morrow holds in stock several balls
present and
s
real balls, mind you, not the informal hoven Moonlight Sonata, bits of the plans for the sale to be held the
Screen Doors, Red
White Cedar Fence Posts
Nocutures.
Wagnerian
Opera, Chopins
first Friday in December were put unhops and dances we attend and write weird marches
from Greig and mfeny der way.
t'ard Ul liickox Street, Near Union Depot.,
up ever so often; but a sure 'nough others. Mrs.
Zimmerman is a pian-ist- e
dress-uaffair, where the men are
The Mothers Club will hold their biof unusual ability and her InterPhone. Red 100
Phone. Red 100
Phone. Red 100
miserable in dress suits and the wommonthly
meeting in the kindergarten
N THESE DAYS OF
of
such
musical
classics is room
en are delectable in dress dresses. pretation
in
the
high school building MonReal balls, I repeat, are on the exceedingly pleasing. She is so gra- day afternoon at four oclock. A full
ODS, Electricity r
cious and obliging that her audience
calendar.
attendance is especially desired on acwould
almost
will
tant part. The .
impose upon her good count of the election of officers. Prof.
The first is the big ball which
open the Elks new home the first nature In asking for one composer Wagner will make a short talk. All
4- be amazed at tr
week in October. And these Best after another.
parents and all those interested in the
some
Those
informal
musicales
To
have
aw
been
Earth
On
ern
home
and
wf
,are planning
People
welfare of school children are invited
PHONE 85 MAiN.
celebration. There's to be a wonder the delight of Mrs. Fiske's friend's of and
to become members of the
urged
.nake
home
r
make
the
ful house warming the early part of late and they will greatly miss Mrs. Mothers Club. The club is
doing a
the evening when one will be greeted Zimmerman when she returns to Ger- praiseworthy amount of good work and
mo
home
earth
the
the
by many glad hands and escorted all many the end of the month.
of everyneeds the active
"
SWASTIKA LUMP
for
mother
Later
home.
father,
FACTORY WOOD
new
light
over the beautiful
one in town.
one enters the ball room. The room
CERRILLOS LUMP
to
dch
be
SAWED WOOD
on
i
the
The Ladies' Aid society of the First
that is easy
eyes
itself is entirely finished in white, BIRTHDAY PARTV.
Mrs.
met
with
church
STEAM COAL
Presbyterian
CORD WOOD
Mrs. Guy Turtyy .entertained a few
desired.
white walls, white woodwork, white
George Marsh at her home on ManhatANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
hangings, and with the new electric friends of her brother, Hugh S. DuVal, tan avenue yesterday afternoon.
fixtures it will no doubt be a gor- in honor of his birthday anniversary
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Miss Myrtle Boyle was hostess this
geous blaze of light. And the lovely Thursday evening. Bridge was the afternoon to the members of the Walladies and their lovely gowns! Can't game of the evening, Morris Thomas lace club, Mrs. D. G. KIrkpatrick, Miss
n'liDt a a a iirttnt
nuav an AUCntc itv will llA? winning the consolation prize.
JVII JUDt dcc
Grygla, Miss March, Miss Zane and
The next ball is the Montezuma
Many and amusing were the birth Miss Mueller.
ball given in Albuquerque during Fair day gifts brought Mr. Du Val.
One
The members of the Thirteen club,
week and is scheduled tor the eleven- was a collar button which was finally Mrs. T. A. Hall, Mrs. K. S. Hall, Mrs.
th of October. Many Santa Fe people found after unwrapping a box a yard S. G. Morley, Mrs. It. F. Asplund, Mrs.
Successor to
enjoyed it last year and will no doubt long and a ream of paper; another L. C. Collins, Mrs. J. W. March, Mrs.
return to Albuquerque to be present was a toy suitcase to be used on the F. T. Blandy, Mrs. R. H. Hanna, Miss
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
this year.
return trip to Florida. At a birthday Lavert, Miss Brown and Miss March
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
The Masons are planning to dedi- party one naturally asks the age of were guests of Mrs. Standley D.
FIRST-CLAS- S
LIVERY RIGS.
cate their new temple the seventeen the little one- in whose honor it is Small at the
IENT as to touch the button and
meeting of the
th of November. But that is Sunday, given, and how many candles do you Thirteen club weekly
this
afternoon.
your stove is ready to cook your
you say? And well it is Sunday, too, guess lighted the birthday cake this
Also First-Clas- s
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
The Ladies' Aid society of the Methfor the exercises will .be beautiful, time? Just six and then the guests
iron ready to use, your toasted
The new pipe were told that if they had their mul odist church met with Mrs. Harvey
solemn and inspiring.
meetOatman
This
afternoon.
Phone Main 139
310
hurried breakfast, your vacuFriday
San
for
Fracisco
the
R.
Si,
organ, the best in the southwest, tiplication tables ready they could
ready
someone says, will be played by an guess his age as being a multiple of ing ended the conference year and afum
SANTA FE, N. M.
cleaner
ready for the fray, your washer
of the various committer the
organist from Denver, who will come six but whether it was two times tees hadreports
to
sescleanse, fan ready to cool the heat- - ,
bejbn read the business
ready
down especially for the occasion. But or ten times six, I didn't learn. Those
en-- 1
members
and
sion
the
next
adjourned
rooms.
ed
the
will
take
the ball?
Electricity will do every thing
place
who added their congratulations
to
a
social afternoon.
day, I presume, since there Is to be their guess were Mr. and Mrs. Frank joyed pleasant
We
furnish it at reasonable rates,
for
you.
Continued u Page Tireet
a ball and no doubt the confering of Newhall, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Coard,
WOODY'S
and
STAGE
E degrees will continue into the week, Mrs. T. A. Hayden, Miss Kate Mueller,
n:ght Estimates and full inforday
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
mation
cheeerfully given.
anyway.
Miss Lucy Grygla, M. B. Thomas and
From
La Salle Restaurant
the Rev. Leonidas Smith.
BARRANCA TO TAOS
S. C. BUFF ORPINGTOUS
PARTY.
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South SEWING
Mrs. John R. McFie was hostess BRIDGE CLUBS.
A Number of
Telephone II.
Bounds Trains.
The members of the Saturday and
Tuesday afternoon at an informal
Thoroughbred Cockerels
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Sure.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of sewing party. A dozen ladies were Thirteen clubs were guests of honor
0
For sale at
25
cents.
Regular Meals
the north bound train and arrives at present and very enjoyable afternoon at a bridge given by Mrs. William H.
was spent at the pleasant McFie Sargent last Wednesday afternoon at
$1.50 to $3.00
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Booms for Pent 25c and 50c
Short Orders at All Honrs.
her beautiful new home on Galesteo
ROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD
Ten miles shorter than any other home.
road. Yellow and white dahlias were
way. Good covers
hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
$3.00 to $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams ATWOOD IN THE CITY.
effectively used as a decoration.
frencn Noodle Order 10c. a dlsn,
furnished commerc'nl men to take In
The
of
devotees
bridge
enjoyed
A. Wheelon
W.
Atwood ac
The Rt. Rev. Julius
York Chop Susy 50c. the
surrounding towns. Wire Knbude companied by the Rev. Mr. Birkhead, their favorite game during the after- PHONE 204 J
I
brother of Dr. Hugh Birkhead of St. noon, the members of the two clubs
in the knowlwith
each
other
vying
arYork
New
City,
George's parish,
Rooms With Bath,
$1.50 and $2.00 P, r
rived at Santa Fe at noon. The rector edge of Elwell's rules and the favors
shown
luck.
the
little
The
by
good
of the local Episcopal church was
first prize was awarded to Mrs. James
very pleasantly surprised to receive a
MURALTER
visit from them. The bishop left town Seligman and the second to Mrs. L. A.
in the evening to return to his work Hughes.
Mrs. Sargent's guests were Mrs.
in Arizona. The Rev. Mr. Birkhead
comes from Tuexdo Park, N. J. He Francis C. Wilson, Mrs. A. L. Thomas,
Mrs. Alfred Grimshaw, Mrs. Stanley
has received a call to Mosa, Ariz.
D. Small, Mrs. J. B. Lavert, Mrs.
Denver H
This is something new for
CRAIC-AUERIL- L.
Frank Lavan, Mrs. Leroy O. Moore,
A quiet wedding took place at the Mrs. E. P. Davies, Mrs. Carl Bishop,
rooms
$2.50 and $3.00
church Monday evening at Mrs. James Seligman, Mrs. E. A.
Episcopal
On Sale Daily, Until
Mrs.
Will
Mrs.
L.
A.
of
Miss
one
moderate
Fiske,
Estella
sevpn o'clock, when
clean,
Spitz,
Hughee,
priced roc
day. Try
Averlll, of Moffat, Colo., and Mr. OrieMrs. J. B. Schumann, Mrs. E. C.
and you will be pleased. Nevv
of bonanza, Colo., were mar- hott, Mrs. S. G. Cartwright, Mrs. A. B.
Sept. 30, 1912.
ried by the Rev. Leonidas Smith. Mr. Kenehan, Mrs. E. R. Wright, Mrs.
bath,.
Proof Annex, every room
Mrs. J. F.
and Mrs. Llewellyn C. Hall were wit- Charles A. Wheelon,
'
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
nesses. The bride and groom ex- Gouthchey, Mrs. R. H. Hanna, Mrs. I. reasonable
prices and
pressed a favorable opinion of old
his work.
will
HOW'8 THIS?
CHICAGO,
Santa Fe and spent several days in
$50.35 BOSTON, $85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85
We offer One Hundred Dollars Rethe city. They ex pee t to locate in
NEW YORK, $79.35 ST. LOUIS, $44.35 ST. PAIL,
Orders
for Ladies'
$50.35
ward for any case of Catarrh that canColorado.
not
be
cured
Hall's
Catarrh
Cure.
by
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
F. J. CHEXEY & CO., Toledo, O.
WITH THE
RECEPTION.
We, the undersigned, have known Made Suits, Overcoats,
The Mothers Club held a reception '. J. Cheney for tihe last 15 years, and
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, Ne't
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
or Riding
last night In honor of the teachers in believe him perfectly honorable in all
Mexico, on the 15th day of October,
tne
of
Interior,
Department
town at the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. business transactions and financially
1912.
M.
N.
at
Santa
Office
Fe,
V. S. Land
Those in tho rceivin? able to carry out any obligations
Thirty years' of experience in
C
IFflDMIA Ooinfvia El Paso and Southern Pacific and returning F.lineAsplund.
Claimant names as witnesses:
August 22, 1912.
were Mrs. R. F. Asplund, Prof. made by his firm.
of
seme
the
in
fsame route, or via A., T. & S. F.
largest
Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pine
Leopol-d- o
Juan
tailoring
that
Is
Notice
given
hereby
J.
NATIONAL
H.
BANK OF COMMERCE,
Mayes, Prof.
Wagner, Mrs.
Montoya, Estanlslado Pens,
r
New
Mexico,
Agustine
Santa
of
Fe,
Gonzales,
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,
Lougee, and Mr. R. F. Asplund. More
Toledo, O. cities in Europe and America.
N. M.
Home-stead- y
of
Galisteo,
all
made
on
27,
1907,
who,
May
than one hundred people came In durHall's Catarrh Cure is taken InternR.
OTERO,
MANUEL
2
SW
N
11519
for
Entry No.
ing the evening to meet the new teach- ally, acting directly upon the blood
Register
NE
SW 4
101 Washington Avenue.
SE 4 NW
ers and welcome them to Santa Fe.
and mucous surfaces of the system.
9
For further information address Eugene Fox, Qen'l Pas
15
N.,
Range
34,
Section
Township
F.
Mrs. Charles
sent free. Price 75
Easley presided at Testimonials
New
Subscribe tor tne Santa F
E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
the coffee urn in the dining room. The cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug
U
Phone Black 2U
boosts
'hat
paper
the
to
Mexican,
proof,
o Intention to make
table was attractively decorated with gists.
H. A. COOMER, General Manager N. M. C. R. R.f SANTA FE, N. M
for
th
works
and
detime
of
the
establish claim to the land above
red dahlias.
Take Hall's Family Pills for cor- - Goods Called for and Delivered.
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our new Stats.
The affair was in every way a suc- - Upation.
scribed, before Register or Receiver, building; cf
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Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral
Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
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Why Import Mineral Waf

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER
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Lumber and Coal Yard
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SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS

JULIUS

THE ALBANY HOTEL

The Tailor

a

with bath,
these

Larger

-
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press repair
or alter Ladles and
Gents' Garments at

with bath,

with

guarantee
taken

and

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
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Gents' Custom

Skirts

Suits.
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$46.90

$55.90
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One lot of LADIES' HEAVY OUTING
GOWNS. Values up to $1.50.
This week
One lot LADIES' OUTING GOWNS
and SKIRTS. Values up to 85c.
This week
One lot LADIES' OUTING and CREPE
LONG KIMONAS. Values up to
$2.00. This week

99c
49c

was

spent

ut the home of Mtb. T. A. Ilayden
Thursday afternoon by a few of the
members of the younger set. Bridge
was the pastime of the afternoon and
large and carious were the scores
made. With one man and a bevy of
girls there was considerably more
chatter and laughter than scientific
playing and also considerably more
fun. In fact it would be impossible
not to have a good time at Mrs. Hay-- '
den's with the hostess to lead in all
Miss Florence
the merry making.
Spitz carried off the prize and the
guests couldn't decide whether it was
because she had laughed the most or
played best. Laughter, they say, is
the' most excellent sauce for any meal.
Perhaps it was laughter and perhaps
it was the goodies themselves, or more
perhaps a combination of both that
the best time of the af-- i
made
ternoon for the girls.
Those who were invited to play
bridge were Miss Kate Mueller, Miss
Spitz, Miss Stephanie La-vert, Miss Phelps, Miss Myrtle Boyle,
Miss Lucy Grygla, Miss Alice Kaune,
Paine, Miss Ruth Laughlin and
tea-tim- e

OF

GOATS, SUITS AND

LADIES' AND CHILDRENS'

.

99c

THE LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTMENT

From Page 2.)

yoncerset!
delightful afternoon
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New Goods Arriving Daily.

H. S. DuVal.
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Clothes Well Made of Good Cloth

Have Your Clothes
Made to Fit

You.-Clo- thes

That Suit

Personality.

You Cannot Obtain

dark
Cn

hair.

lOHlfrVif

Then
in crm
.

w

.

t
.

SHOES for

f

blaz-Mis-

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.

(Contributed by the Seniors.)
Resolved: That the manual
r
class build an artistic
outside the school room door so that
Mr. Longee won't have to carry a
chair out there every time the bell
refuses to work.
The Juniors have several super- fluous boys and the Freshies
extra
girls. Why not divide up?
Professor Lougee thinks the S. F.
H S. to be most original. He actually
thinks it odd to talk out loud, to
whistle in school. Xo accounting for
easterners. ,
Prfessor Wagner wanted to know
esterday if we ever studied. Oh, welL
we are used to slams.
Professor Lougee has strange conceptions of manners. The other day
he instructed the girls to "march out
like ladies and gentlemen.''
Miss Hutson seems to think caps
and aprons are necessary for cooking.
Are they best baked or broiled?
The members of the Glee Club are
to be taken to Albuquerque to warble
step-ladde-

Oh you Glee

Club!

such Individual

fect

in Any

104 Galisteo

garments nor

the Exact Fit and

Well Made Clothes,
Order your Suit from The Capital and surely
you will Have the Suit you are Looking for.

ECOMONY
GROCERY

j

tion to make
proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
the 15th day of October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, Augustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
all ot Galisteo, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

In The District Court of Santa F
County, State of New Mexico.

Independent Steel and Wire company
Trust
and Pittsburg
company,
Plaintiffs, v. New Mexico Central
Railroad company, et al., Defendants. Consolidated cause No. 6566.
To whom it may concern, especially
the creditors of the defendant railroad
company, and all parties-- Interested
therein.
In pursuance of an order of Court
made in the above entitled cause, on
the 12th day of September, 1912, notice is hereby given that there was
filed in the office of the Clerk of the
District Court within and for Santa
County on the 12th day of Sep- temDer, isuz, a lourtn account ana
report, being an itemized account ot
all moneys received from the operation of said railroad and from all other
Bources and of all disbursements
made, by the undersigned receiver,
from January 1, 1912, to June 30,
1912, both inclusive; that the undersigned receiver will, on the 12th day
of October. 1912, or as soon thereafter
as counsel may be heard, at the Court
House in the City of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, ask the court to approve said
account and report, and that exceptions to the approval of said account
and' report, if the same are to be heard
by the court, shall be in writing, and
specify the particular item or items
. in said account or report to which
objections is made, and be filed with
the Clerk of the District Court wherein
said cause is pending, on or before
the 7th day of October, 1912.
CHARLES C. MURRAY,
(Receiver, New Mexico Central Railroad Company.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby glv n that Jose N.
Gonzales of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
May 27, 1907, made Homestead Entry
Section 33,
No. 11515, for S 2 SB
Section 34, Township
S 2 SW
16 North, Range 9 East, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Inten- 1--

1--

1--

1--

j

The story, pronounced the greatest
this popular novelist has written, will
not be published as a book until it
has run serially in this newspaper.
The theme is the Italian Mafia, and
against that sinister background the
author has thrown the softer colors of
an abaorbins and fascinating love
story. The story, while tragic in tone,
has the humor, sprightliness and accharacterized his
tion that have
previous successes.
"The Net" will be continued in liberal installments each week, with fifteen powerful illustrations by Howard
Giles. The subscription price of The
Weekly Kansas City Star is 25 cents a
year,
Subscribe now and avoid missing a
copy.
Address
THE WEEKLY KANSAS CITY 8TAR
x
Kansas City, Mo.
Antoine Deloria, Postmaster at Garden, Mich., knows the exact facts
when he speaks of the curative value
of Foley Kidney Pills. He says:
"From my own experience I recommend Foley Kidney Pills, as a great
remedy for kidney trouble. My father was cured of kidney disease and
a. good many of my neighbors were
cured by Foley Kidney Pills." For
sale by all druggists.

.

si

j

309 San Francisco Street
a
By quoting men's shoes at $3.00, $3.50, $4.00,
&

But!

Roswell,N.M.
Pecos Valley
FAIR

If you'll allow us to show you the
handsome New Fall Models, you'll
notice their Excellence and Beauty
ata glance and you'll say at once- :-

$17.75

1912,

3

IS AT YOUR COMMAND.

IK.

LUTZ, Agent

Santa

Fe, N. M.

j

FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
NOTICE

Department

PFLUEGER'S.
OF BETTER SHOES."

y

1912

For the round trip from Santa Fe N. M.
One first class fare for the round
trip from all points in New Mexico to Roswell and return.
Dates of sale, Sept. 29, 30, Oct.
1 and 2.
Return limit October 7,

SHOES AND OUR
EXPERIENCED SriOE SERVICE

URINARY
ibnflliiKWi

PRODUCT

EXPOSITION

OUR SPLENDID

p

&

Oct. 1st to 4th,

"The Finest Shoes I Ever Saw"

...

fun-locln- g

'

$5.00, by saying that we've women's
shoes at 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 4.00 and $5.00, or at
any other price, would make but very little
impression on your mind. You've seen these
same shoe prices quoted a thousand times.
$4.50

"THE

...

Jr.

II. BLAIN,

SQUARE DEAL TO ALL

Choice Styles!

n

Is the name of the big fifteen thou- 8an(j dollar serial story which will ap-F- e
pear in The Weekly Kansas City Star
soon, for the newspaper rights of
which the author received $15,000.

J.

We want our trade to see and
y appreciate the

ids at Right Prices"

Go

13 THE MOTTO OF

Our New Fall Shoes

1

THE "NET"

"All

Well be frank enough to say
that we are intensely proud of

g

J

M

J.RRHQADS

y

Feeling That Goes
with.

Street

Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N.
All work guaranteed first class.

Al-va- n

Ready-mad- e

.'. .'.

Kinds of Repair Work.

September 13, 1912.
Xotice is hereby given that Raffaelo
rettine. of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
made Homestead
August 22, 1905,
NW
for SE
Entry No.
E
SW
Sec. 13 and NE
NW
Section 24, Township 11 N.,
Range 13 E., N. M. P. M., has filed
r
notice of intention to make
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or
Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the Cth day of
November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Cruz
Griego, of Leyba, N. M., Macario Ley-bof Leyba, N. M., Miguel Pettine,
ol Willard, N. M., John Pettine, of
Willard, N. M.
4

4

4

five-yea-

NOTICE.

Per-reno-

Ef-

Shop,

-

,

there
delicious pears as though
weren't enough pairs in the high
school already. The man that owned
the pears decided he would like a
taste of the fruit, too, and the party
dispersed in all directions. One
prit was caught and he not only had
the goods on him but also the stripes,
s
f0r he was wearing one of the
ers. The owner of the orchard
thought he had caught an escaped
convict and was so frightened that
the boy got away.

The Novelty

For Fruit Ladders, Step Ladders, Common Ladders, Ironing Tables, Upholstering,
Furniture Repairing- and all

in Ii ay ana riot

foel glad that autumn and the bright
colors that belong to colder weather,
had come. And there's a smile and
dimples that accompanies the brightHelen
ness and adds to its glory.
Knapp is another stunning one in her
The stripes are small and
blazer.
black and the blazer Is white, and
the whole loose hung of the coat
suits Helen's graceful build.
Iast week "the bunch" had a party
but the nice, quiet games of the party
were not sufficiently exciting so the
party adjourned to an adjoining or- chard and helped themselves to some

in November.

mm

at

FOR RHODES

Miriam

there's

1i

i

n

HREK

Save Your Orders

The girls and boys have both or- ganized basket ball teams and things
will bo lively now. Every afternoon
the north field of the high school has
HOME
a crowd of basket ball enthusiasts,
some playing and the others sitting
on the walk and making comments.
Prof. Lougee makes a fine coach; he
is alwayB urging them to "put more
fic coast. Mrs, Haynes and Ben Arthur
t,
Mrs. R. F. Asplund, Mrs. E. E.
ginger into it."
north-Mrs. J. A. Rolls, Mrs. F. T.
The physics class has started ex- left eaily in the summer for the
In
were
west
and
by
August
joined
F.
Mrs.
J.
Mrs.
now
on
and
Goutchey,
Blandy,
perimenting
Tuesday and
N. White, Mrs. Peter Leinau, Miss Thursday afternoons you may find Mr. Haynes in California.
and any of the Juniors walking around in
Massie, Miss Elizabeth Brown
Miss Katherine Shea will leave Mon
Miss Edith Perrenot
a distracted fashion with a manual
in one hand and a spring balance in dW morning for Denver where she will
the other, trying to reason out the visit friends and relatives for a month
THE PREREQUISITE.
resultant of two forces meeting at an or six weeks.
"The time has come," the walrus angle, etc.
Miss M5Gill has returned to her
said, "to speak of many things," and
Mr. Lougee brought up the subject
home
after a week's stay in St. Vinseems
them
it
that every man, ot the oratorical contest the other
among
cent's
sanltorium, where she underwoman and child must know how to day and offered the enticement of a
play bridge, or be considered "unele-gantl- free trip to Albuquerque, gold medals went a slight operation.
educated."
and everlasting glory to the one who
Hugh S. DuVal is spending a couple
Grandmother showed her sampler should win. Charming prospect, but
visiting his
when those prim
ladies
The different classes have been of weeks in Santa Fe, will
return to
came to spend the day or when they holding their class meetings, but mother and sisters. He
of OctoIn
first
his
the
Florida
home
went to a quilting-bee- .
as
a
Even
little the Seniors,
usual, set the fashion.
ber.
while ago thimble parties were the Really I don't see how the S. F. H. S.
.
style and the intricacies of the Batten-ber- would get along without the Seniors
Mrs.
Colonel
and
Benjamin Richardstitch,- the Way to put on Honiton to lead off. The Seniors had a presi
or even the various shades used in dent left over from last year but the son, of Florida, who have spent the
In seeing Santa Fe and re
embroidering a rose were the pride or other classes had to elect one. The past week
old acquaintances, left Thurs-- :
newing
one
of
the
reminded
noise
made
of
were
they
lady
every
present
envy
they
in the south.
ladies then, you see, and not women. republican convention at Chicago. day for their home
a a .
to
national
suffer
the
seemed
But now it's absolutely necessary to They
Miss Phyllis Mayne has returned to
know bridge, to be able to quote ailment of having too many candidates
Santa Fe after spending the summer
Elwell and Foster and all the other for the job.
on their
authorities so accurately that you can
The shade of the middle window in with Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Crist
will
Christ
Mrs.
Minero.
near
ranch
turn to your adversary and say in the back of the room has a habit
I remain in Minero until December.
out
of
reach.
and
of
iced
tones:
up
rolling
you
"But,
sweetly
know,
"
my dear Mrs. Thirthlngham, that isn't move that the high school get up a
and Lena Fergus-The
Erna
Misses
who
has
nice
the
for
Junior
collection
the way they double at the Quietus
of Congressman H. B.
club," or "Now, Elwell says on page the honor of pulling that shade down son, daughters
Mon-- 1
twenty-sevethe second line from the forty times a day and thereby pro Fergusson, of Albuquerque, left and
New Orleans
for
day
morning
the
of
heads
reverend
the
in
bottom,
discarding according to the tecting
after spending a few days in that, city
rotary method your partner must al- Seniors in the back row.
boat to
Mr. Lougee in English literature will continue their journey by
ways discard diamonds if she wants
New York. Miss Fergusson will enter
to
what
know
wanted
on
to
lean
see
ciuos
class
and you
you
you
Friday
fall, while
lead hearts." This is usually called a the word "peers'" meant. Means the Columbia University thiswork
in the
Lena
takes
preparatory
little slam, a grand slam consisting of Seniors, of course.
Horace Mann school.
their
one's partner informing one that the
further
The Seniors
proved
a
a
whole game was lost because you had originality the other day by adopting
will
leave next week
Fiske
of
Eugene
made it impossible to establish the a class sneeze. The first example
suite in the dummy's hand and you tliiB signal was given by the Captain for Champaign, 111., where he will
almost felt like replying that the suite of the girls basket ball team and enter the school of medicine 4n the
was established in the dummy's hand sounded like the explosion of a hot State University there. He will stop
in Boulder, Colo., to visit his brother,
for you certainly felt like a dummy air tank.
Rogers, who is a junior in the .Univer
after that slam.
sity of Colorado this year.
You think a knowledge ot the game
a
a
GOMINGS AND GOINGS.
isn't necessary, that you are not "out,"
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lamy left this
Morris Bradley Thomas will leave;
and that five hundred is lots more fun
in Excellsior next
a
for
week
sojourn
Thursday for Ann Arbor, Mich.,!
to
But
telethis
just listen
anyway?
Springs, Mo.
to enter the law school in the Univer- phone talk:
sity ot Michigan. Mr. Thomas has;
"Hello, is that you Mary?"
Miss Elanor H. JohnBon, of New been connected with the forest ser-- i
"Yes."
York, has been a visitor in town dur- vice since his graduation at Colorado!
"Well, Mary, can you play bridge?"
the week.
College a few years ago, but has de-- !
"No, I play rive hundred, though." ing
elded to give up forestry and study
"So sorry, dear; I was going to ask
Mrs. Bessie Schaaf, a former resi
you to my bridge this week, but of
of Santa Fe, has returned for
dent
If
."
course
you don't play
with friends.
a
visit
Governor W. J. Mills and son, Wil"I'd just love to come and sit
on a visit with
are
son,
around."
Miss Ethel Church, whose trip east Santa Fe expected
friends next week. They
"No can't have you, I'll be having
will
leave
a
has been postponed week,
started over to Santa Fe in their maa thimble party sometime and I'll be
for Washington, D. C. . chine
so glad if you can come then. Good-by.- " this evening
Thursday, but owing to a smash-ua
to returri to Las Vegas by rail.
had
Miss Margrret Parker, of Onanchak, Madeleine
Mills, the popular little
to
next
week
spend
Va., will arrive
Governor and Mrs. Mills,
of
daughter
FranHIGH SCHOOL BUNCH. the winter with her sister, Mrs.
is having trouble with her ankle and
Have you happened to walk up Lin- cis C. Wilson.
will not be able to continue her
coln avenue lately about four o'clock
in the Normal University until
studies
Flo
Miss
Brown
and
H.
Mrs. W.
iu the afternoon? If you haven't you
November.
had better choose that for your next Moore have returned from a delights'
trip in Ocean Park,
afternoon walk, for you will see some ful
ot the prettiest high school girls in Calif.
DISCHARGES
the whole country coming down from
BELIEVED IN
Mrs. J. A. Cauger, of Lincoln, Neb.,
the high school building with their
books under their arms. And the is expected to arrive in town In a few
24 HOURS
boys, too, are good looking young days to visit her daughter, Mrs. J. H.
Each Cp- chaps, tall and well built and ready Toulouse.
sale bcarslMIDY)
a . a
to win in ny athletic contest. Santa
the name?"
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Haynes and
Fe is proud of her high, school set,
Uewan of eountefftiU
Ben Arthur Castle returned this week
for they are all bright, happy
ALL IKUX118TS
Paciboys and girls and when you from a pleasant trip along the
j

Your

Mrs. Karl'W. Green was hostess
Thursday afternoon at half past one
o'clock at a most attractive autumn
luncheon. The day was one of the
perfect Indian summer days that are
so frequent in Santa Fe; warm enough
in the sunshine but with that faint
sharp tinge in the air that hints of
frosts to come. Mrs. Green carried
out the idea of the first days of autumn in her decorations, using browns
and yellows and reds as the prevailing colors.
Bright Navajo blankets were spread
on the lawn at the Gildersleeve residence and added a gay ground note to
the decorations. Small tables with
their dainty appointments were set
under the trees and the luncheon served
gave an unusual pleasure to the affair.
A bowl of nasturtiums were artistically arranged upon the table showing some autumn scene. The lunch- eon consisted of four courses and the
brown color scheme was even carried
out. in the dishes which made the
luncheon so appetizing.
The bridge scores were New Mex- loo views finished in the soft sepia
tones and mounted on a brown mat.
Auction bridge was the game of the
a'ternoon, the guests reluctantly leaving so charming an affair in the late
afternoon hours.
Those who were seated at the
luncheon table were Mrs. .1. M. Diaz,

see them you will most likely wish
you were gawky and seventeen and
from
cculd carry their books home
school.
And the blazers you couldn't help
There's
noticing them, could you?
Anna Dorman In a black blazer with
narrow white stripes and a small
ciush hat to match. Mack and white
too, with Anna's
Ifj very effective,

.

Notice is hereby given that the un
dersigned was on the third day of
September, 1912, appointed by the
Hon. Probate Court of the County of
Santa Fe, administrator of the estate
or Miguel Oritz, deceased.
All persons having claims against
the said estate must present the same
to the undersigned administrator, and
also all the persons indebted to the
estate must settle their accounts,
within the time prescribed by law.

a,

MANUEL

R. OTERO,

Register.

A really effective kidney and bladder medicine must first stop the proAdministrator.
gress of the disease and then cure the
conditions that cause it. Use Foley
A want Ad. in tha New Mexican
Kidney Pills for all kidney and bladsees more people in one day than you der troubles and urinary irregularican see in a month. Try one.
ties. They are safe and reliable.
They help quickly and permanently.
In the yellow package. For sale by
all druggists.
DANIEL

C. ORTIZ,

Albuquerque,
New

Mexico

EMANCIPATION

CELEBRATION
5EPT. 23rd, 1912
For the Round Trip,
$4.15 From Santa Fe, N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

Aug. 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Joso P.
Gonzales of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 1, 1907, made homestead entry
No. 109661-0407for NE
Section
3b, Townsihip 19 North, Range 10 East,
New Mex. Prln. Meridian, has filed
r
notice of intention to, make
proof to establish claim to the land
1--

five-yea-

aoove described, before Register or
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
New Mexico, on the 17th day of
h
One and
fare for the iFe,
October, 1912.
round trip from all points in New
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mexico, south of Las Vegas.
Eucamaclon Gonzales, Francisco
Dates of sale, Sept. 22d and 23d.
M. Dominguez and Rafael
Dominguez,
Return limit Sept. 24th, 1912.
Montoya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Santa Fe, N. M.
H. S. LUTZ.
Register.
one-fift-

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO
AH

Stations East and West
FROM

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
INEFFECT

June 1st to Septembei 30th
Return Limit, October 31st
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

PAGE FOUR

Saturday, Sept. 21, 1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEX1CAN
trouble. He .says himself: "I have
suffered with my kidneys. My back
ached and I was annoyed with bladI can truthfully
der irregularities.
say, one 50c bottle of Foley Kidney
Pills cured me entirely." They contain no habit forming drugs. For
sale by all druff'sts.

!!

H-Altsmm&abt-

"THE BEST BASEBALL STORY

I

THE BEST BASEBALL STORY
(By Clarke Griffith.)
Manager of the Washington Team.
I figured as a principal in one of
the funniest stories ever told in base-- .
'
ball. Jimmy McAleer, then manager
o! .the St. Louis Browns, and "Big
John" Anderson, now retired, were
thfc other two men in what was a trag-feftS well as a comedy. The episode dates back to 1904, when I was
managing the New" York team of the
American league.
When the St. Louis club arrived in
New York for a series of four games,
1 decided to
try to make a deal with
MaAleer for one of his outfielders.
John Anderson, who could hit the ball
as hard as any one, was the player I
had my eyes on. I knew McAleer was
very fond of Anderson's ability to hit,
but I was also aware of the fact that
on several other points Anderson did
not stand so strongly with McAleer.
Prior to the start of the first game
I made an attempt to put over the
deal for Anderson. McAleer, realizing that I wanted the player badly,
held out for all the best of the transaction. Anderson played great ball
in the first three games against us
which only helped to make it all the
harder for me to acquire his services.
It seemed 'as if Anderson was lost to
me, when a baseball classic, happening in the ninth tnn'ng of the final
game, made him a Xew Yorker.
At the start of the first half of the
ninth. New York had the Browns 5 to
the game
0, and seemed to have
cinched. All at once the Browns began to hit the ball, and before I could
realize what had really happened the "IT WAS A TRAGEDY AS WELL AS
score stood 5 to 4, the bases filled and.
only one man out.
face.
At this stage of the game, Ander- the
I
over at the St. Louis bench'
looked
on
second
stole
was
son, who
first,
and saw McAleer tearing his hair.
with the bases filled.
When the smoke had cleared away, "What do you say now, Jim?" I yelled.
"He is yours for nothing," replied
two men had been retired and the
McAleer.
game was ours, 5 to 4, when a
That evening I got Anderson for the
defeat was Btaring us in

EVER HEARD"

THAT

ANNOUNCE

NOTICE

READY, AND WILL BE

SEASONS, IS NOW

for-on-

MAILED ON

:

REQUEST.

d

ATTENTION IS ESPECIALLY DIRECTED TO THE DEPARTMENTS
FOR

TOMORROW AFTERNOON.
No doubt the baseball game tomorrow afternoon
between the White
Sox, the city champions, and the All
Stars will be the best game seen on

.

'

CHILDREN'S

AND

ORDERS WILL RECEIVE IMMEDIATE

Vq. 106

a.

Have a NICE MACKEREL for you

liftr? Attftutr. 34Uf anil 33tl? Stnsts, Smo fork.

Just received a fresh lot; also

..15

a full line

c

7 lbs. for 25d

Mexican Beans

dash, attention was directed toward H. va, Boston A. A., third. Time 25.43
P.Drew, the fast negro youth, of the Kolehemaint.. was given a wonderful
Snringfield (Mass.) high school, and ovation.
220 yard dash A. T. Meyer,
R. C. Carroll, Pittsburgh A. A., who
I. C, won; A. C. Robinson,
won the junior championship yesterA.
A., second; M. E. RobertBoston
day.
N. Y.
C, third. Time, 21
Meredith, Mercersburg
academy, son,
seconds.
and
of
the
Irish
Kiviat,
Sheppard
American A. C, are entered in the 880
yard run.
BROTHER SHOOTS
In the five mile race, Hannes Koleh-mainaHIS BROTHER AT
the Finnish runner, who made
an international reputation at StockPIN A NEW MEX
holm, will be seen in action, together
with the McNamara, Collins, Huysman
Denver, Colo., Sept.: 21. With four
A
and Powers of the
C. ; Bellars, of the New York A. C, and bullet wounds in his body, Samuel
Garcia was brought to Denver SaturSilva, of Boston A. A.
N. Mex., accompanied
16 pound shot: Patrick McDonald, day from Pina,
brido of less than two months.
A. C, won with 48.51 by his
ua taken from the union
Garcia
New York A. C,
feet; R. I. Beatty,
to
XT
hospital where he
"T
Ad DA. T
depot
luercy
J
jrl
oecuuu m
1. will
ri, . .mBe!,
be operated on in an effort to
on
,
i r.
.til. Anu.ov.
v. unru
A.
wmi
save his life.
Three mile walk: R. B. Gifford,
The horn ymoon of Mr. and Mrs.
Lyceum, Brooklyn, won; T. Car- Garcia was brought to an abrupt ter-A. C, second; A.
roll,
mination lust Sunday night at the
Voellmecke, Pastime A. C, third. Time home of Garcia's brother, near Pina,
23 minutes, 14 seconds.
following a quarrel between Samuel
Running broad jump: Piatt Adams, and his brother, Joseph P. Garcia.
New York A. C, won with 22.44 feet.
Joseph emptied his revolver, at his
H. Fryckberg, Susanne C. C. Philadel- brother, four of the bullets taking efphia, second; D. Broderick,
fect.
A. C, third.
The quarrel was the result of the
440 yard run: T. J. Halpin, Boston refusal oi' Samuel Garcia to abide
A. A., won; M. W. Sheppard,
by an order from his brother to have
A. Peppis, nothing to do with the man who had
A. C, second;
Time broken up Joseph's home a short
A. C, third.
49
time before. Joseph's wife had left
100 yard dash: H. P. Drew, Spring- him to live with the other man and
field, Mass., high school, won; A. T. refused to return to him when he
A. C, second; sought to effect a reconciliation.
Meyer,
R. Carroll, Pittsburgh, A. A., third.
KNOX MAKES HIT
Time, 10 seconds, flat.
IN RISING SUN.
120 yard high hurdles: T. P. NicholTokio, Sept. 21. Secretary of State
son, University of Missouri, won; E.
A. C, sec- and Mrs. Knox left Tokio today for
M. Pritchard,
ond; L. B. Darland, Dominican Ly Yokohama, on their way to the United States. Many persons prominent
ceum, New York, third. Time 15
in Japanese life, were at the station
seconds.
to see the American party off.
One Mile Race.
"Won by A. R. Kiviatt,
The concensus of Japanese press
A. C; J. A. Powers, Boston A. A., and personal opinion is that the Amersecond; D. V. Noble, New York A. C, ican mission has created the most favKiviatt broke orable impression, as demonstrating
third. Time: 4:18
the A, A. U. record.
the sympathy of the United States in
880 Yard Run.
national loss.
Japan's
Won by M. W. Shephard,
A. C; D. S. Caldwell, Boston
T. L. Parks, Muyayville, Ga., Route
A. A., second; E. fclrick, New York A. 1, is in his 73rd
year, and was recentC, third. Time: 1.57
ly cured of a bad kidney and bladder
Pole vault: H. S. Babcock, New
York A. C won; height 12 feet; G. B.
Dukes, New York A. C, second; MasWILLIAM FARAII
EMIL MIGNARDOT
ters, Sewickley Y. M. C. A. Pittsburgh
third.
Running high jump: J. O. Johnston,
Boston A. A. first; six feet three inch- es; H. I. Grumpell, New York A. C,
who made the same distance but lost
in jump off to Johnson, second; EuAn Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
gene Jennings, unattached, third;
equals A. A. U. record.
Lemp's Beer will kill your
16 pound hammer throw: M. J. Mc- I
thirst
Grathi I. A. A. C. won with 174.67 feet;
A Ulass of California Wine will
P. Ryan, I. A. A. C, second, 172.62;
put blood in your veins !
A. M. McDoghall, I. A: A. C, third,
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
149.97 feet.
will make you forget your
Run, hop, step and jump: Piatt
troubles I
Adams, New Yotk, A. C, won, dis-tance 45.71 feet; M. J. Fahey, Irish- - Phone Orders Attended To Promptly
American A. C, second; H. Oltmann,
National A. C. third.
IMPORTED
Five mile race: Hannes Kolehe-and DOMESTIC
J.
mainen, unattached, won; Harry
255
San Francisco St. Phone 239 W.
Sil-G.
j
Smith, unattached, second; J.

MONDAY WASH DAY SPECIALS
4

5

3

CLARKE

GRIFFITH.

waiver price, simply because he made
the bone of trying to steal second with
the bases filled. Four days before 1
had offered three times that much in
vain.
Anderson by his hitting almost won
the pennant, for me in 1905.

,

on-sid- e

ATHLETES IN
HOT CONTESTS

Pittsburgh, Sept. 21. Senior athof the country affiliated with the
Atheltic Union of the United States,
were scheduled to contest at Forbes
field. Beginning at 2 o'clock, famous
track and field stars, many of them
winners recently at Stockholm, were
to try for new laurels. In the 100 yard

letes

I
!

i

5c pkgs. Blueing for

Stock of WASH BOARDS, CLOTHES
and SCRUBS at way down prices.

A New, Clean

n

A COMEDY."

Lbs. Starch for 25c.
6 Bars Sunny Monday Soap for 25c
7 Large Bars Yellow Soap, 25c.
3 Doz. Clothespins for 5c.
1

I

Irish-America- n

T

!

T71

4,.!-..-

32nd ANNUA
New Mexico Sta

n

n

n

T

ALBUQUER'

A

October 7, 8,

Irish-America- n

Irish-America- n
2--

Monday,
Tuesday,.
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday,
Saturr'

n

n

4-- 5

Jay
.

js

n

Horse Racir

Day
Day

V

all, Carnival Shows,

.

D.K.B.W

n

ANK A. STOP

l..

President.

Secretary

-

THE

Capital Bar

JOHN HAMPEL, ProK

.

COLORADO S AI

N

FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGAk.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St.
5ANTA FE, N. M.

1

FIRST STATE FAIR,

riHAD
VIVJKO

1

N. M.
OCTOBER 7th To 12th,

Albuquerque,

d

Mc-hav- e,

HERR1NQ and
UOODS.

DELICATESSEN

n

HOW THEY STAND

............

JOSE ORTIZ Y Pir
Chair
M. O. ORTIZ, Clerk.

Sunday Morning Breakfast.

THEY PLAY.

j

i:

Modern Grocery Comp'y

CONSIDERATION.

PLEASE MENTION CATALOGUE

Each bid must be accompi
a certified check in the sun
per cent of the amount of bii
Parties desiring so to do,
submit plans and prices of tb
and the Board of Commissio
serves the right to reject c
all bids or to accept any bi
that id their Judgment U for 1
interest of Santa Fe County

GARMENTS ;

INFANTS' WEAR; BOYS' AND GIRLS' CLOTHING
MAIL
RUGS AND UPi iOLSTERIES.

MOURNING;

record breaking crowd will see the
FIELD
game as both teams are very popular
in Santa Fe and great rivalry exists
IS
NOW
between them. The game will be called at three o'clock sharp, so try and
Boston, Mass., Sept. 21. Under
be on time to see the best game of the slightly modified rules, the first foot
season.
ball games of the season were scheduled today on half a dozen college
gridirons, principally in the northwestern part of the country, None of
the large universities will begin their
.CSC
44
New York
96
matches.
.
87
.626
52
Chicago
The modifications in the rules this
55
86
.610
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
.72
70
.507 year are expected by those in charge
74
.467 of the game to make scoreless ties
65
Philadelphia
83
St. Louis ,
59
.416 infrequent. , ,.
The principal changes are:
88
.371
Brooklyn . ........ ..52
96
Boston .
45
.319
Shortening of the field from i30 to
300 feet.
44
.CSS
97
Boston .
Allowing of four downs in which to
85
58
.595 make ten yards.
Washington
58
83
kick.
.589
Abolition of the
Philadelphia
70
70
.500! Unrestricted use of the forward
Chicago .
.475!
75
68
Detroit .
pass.
76
.4691
67
Cleveland
Change in scoring by which touch.343'
92
New York
...48
downs count six points instead of five
92
.338 as formerly.
47
St. Louis
This year the ball is kicked off ten
62
Denver .
.595
9i
back of the center of the field,
yards
.569!
66
87
Omaha .
may block opponents running
Play.ers
68
St. Joseph
85
.556
may block oppoents running
Players
74
Des Moines
76
.507 down the field under kicks, but can74
80
.481 not use such methods in cases of opWichita .
.4801
VI
77
Sioux City
ponents making forward passes. The
81
.4741
Lincoln .
73
graduate directors of American foot
51
100
.338 ball, known as the rules committee,
Topeka .
!will confer in New York this evening,
regarding the interpretation of some
ADHERE
of the important changes. One of the
NATIONAL.
principal games scheduled for today
Pittsburgh at New York.
will be the Carlisle Indians and Al
Cincinati at Boston.
Chicago at Philadelphia, 2 games. bright.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.

the local grounds this season. The
Santa Fe All Stars team is composed
of players who have played in the
Santa Fe team for several years and
have always made a good showing.
Ae to the White Sox the local fans
know the class of ball they have been
playing this season. They have been
giving exhibitions of the national pastime that make them popular with the
local fans. Both teams have been practicing all week and are in the best of
condition for tomorrow's game, and
no doubt they will give each other a
hot time. The game will very probably be a pitcher's battle between the
pitchers of the two rival teams. It
has not been decided yet whether
"Doo-McCarthy or Ed. Safford will
pitch for the All Stars in tomorrow's
game. Johnny Marez, the White Sox
pitcher, is in the best of condition,
he has won thirteen straight games
this season without losing any yet,
and tomorrow he will try hard to keep
up his winning record. Marez is a
clever young pitcher who has speed
and knows how to "mix 'em up," and
'will make the All Stars worry a little to solve his delivery. Paul
Griego, the St. Michael's College
catcher who has been catching for the
AMERICAN.
White Sox almost the entire season,
Washington at Chicago.
will be behind the bat tomorrow, and
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
the All Star who steals a base on him
New York at Cleveland.
runwill be classed as a classy base
Boston at Detroit,
ner. During the 1912 season, as in
former seasons, several young men of
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
the city who claim to be prominent
R. H. E.
At Brooklyn
and respected citizens of Santa Fe Brooklyn ...
'.
.12 16 1
have been in the dirty habit of jump- St. Louis
0 7 0
ing the fence to see the ball games,
Rucker and Miller; Geyer, Perritt
and cheat the local management out and Bresnahan.
Ul 1111.; in: J iaj 11 ' p J ' " . I 111,
ahocd,
but to cure these
"prominenti
R. H. E.
At Boston
of
habit
citizens" of their
jumping the Boston
.13 16 2
fence the managers of both the White Cincinnati
2 7 5
Sox and All Stars have arranged to
Donnelly and Gowdy; Fromme,
near the fence all around the Graynor and Clark, Severoid.
field, a squad of watcnmen wnose duty
will be to report to the' managers the
At Philadelphia (2nd game) R. H. E.
names of those persons who go into Chicago
...2 10 1
the ball park without paying the ad- Philadelphia
3 8 0
mission price. On Monday the names
Batteries: Cheney and Archer;
of these "prominent citizens" will be Rixey and Killifer.
published so all Santa Fe will know
the kind of "boosters" we have in this
At Philadelphia (2nd game) R. H. 0.
5 9 3
town, and if these "citizens" want to Philadelphia
.3 4 1
know the reason why their names Chicago
Seaton and Killifer; Lavender and
were published they will please see
the managers of both tedms and they Archer, Cotter.
will tell them the reasoii why their
AMERICAN.
names appeared in the paper as the
At New York
R. H. E.
popular citizens of Santa Fe.
..2 8 2
The All Stars are not yet very cer Xew York
0
tain how they will line up in tomor Pitttsburg
Batteries: Tesreau and Meyers;
row's game, but It probably will be as
follows: Catcher, Dunbaugh; pitcher, Wilson, Camnitz and Gibson.
McCarthy or Safford; first base, StanAt Chicago Washington-Chicagton; second base, Keefe; third base,
game postponed; rain.
Clancy; short stop, Moore'; left field,
Frye, center field, Digneo; right field,
R. H. E.
At Cleveland
Koch.
5 10 5
Cleveland
The White Sox will line up as in New York
4 7 3
former games as follows: Catcher,
Brenner and Adams; Warhop,
Griego ; pitcher, Marez; first base, J.
and Williams.
Berardinelli ; second base, Garcia;
third base, P. Berardinelli; short stop,
R. H. E.
At Dertiot.
Alarid; left field, J. Ortiz; center field, Detroit ...
4 9 6
F Ortiz, right field. Baker; subs, Boston
...
11 14 2
Duran and Hampel.
Willet and Onslow; Collins and
The admission price has been placed Thoma.
R. H. E.
cents will
At St. Louis
'very low, only twenty-fiv- e
4 7 0
be charged so as to defray expenses. St. Louis
.. ....3 9 4
Every local fan should turn out to- Philadelphia
Batteries: Baumgardner and Steph
morrow to root for his favorite team.
ens; craDD ana LApp.

MISSES'

WOMEN'S,

AND MEN'S FURNISHINGS;

FOOTBALL
SHORTER

WHITE SOX VS. ALL STARS

TO CONTRACTORS.

ed.

Sealed proposals will be received
by the County Commissioners of
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the 8th
day;, of October, 1912, tfor furnishing
all material
bridge to be built
at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the Mexico.
Town of Galisteo, New Mexico.
'AB the material and work, shall be
furnished and done in accordance
Attest:

FALL AND WINTER

106 a, FOR THE

No.

CATALOGUE

THEIR

with plans and specifications m
the Midland Bridge company c
sas City, Missouri, on file in tb
of the County Clerk at San
where they may be seen and

DISTINGUISHED PRELATE
SPENDS DAY IN SA NTA FE
Rt. Rev. Julius Walter Atwood, not attract unusual attention, as he
and talkbishop of the Protestant Episcopal walked around the streets
church in Arizona, founder and presi- ed with various persons on many subdent of St. Luke's Home at Phoenix, jects: "I'd never have thought he was
and religious writer of note, spent a bishop," said one man who had exmysteries of Indian blank
yesterday in Santa Fe lurching with plained the to
the learned churchman,
former Governor and Mrs. L. B. et weaving
Trince and dining in the evening with 'he asked questions just like the averColonel Bronson M. Cutting, at his age tourist."
NATIVE OF VERMONT.
home Buena Visit Loma. The bishop
Bishop Atwood was born in Vermont
was accompanied by the Rev. Mr.
Gen-- i
Burkhead, a New York clergyman, in 1857. He was educated at the
who is on his way to Arizona to take eral Theological Seminary of New!
York and at the Episcopal Theological
charge of a mission.
School at Cambridge. He was or- "I am delighted with Santa Fe- dained
deacon in 1882; priest in 1883
ttle very altitude of which is thrill- and made rector of
the Church of the
enterwas
as
he
ing," said the bishop
Ascension
at
Mass., 1S82,
Ipswich,
ing an automobile to take him to
that post five years. Then he
where he wished to see famed holding
rector of the Church
was
Indian homes of the interest of vis- of St.appointed at
Providence, and reJames,
itors.
mained there until 1894. From Provi-- j
"I am sure no one can come to dence he went to Columbus, Ohio,!
Santa Fe and ponder over its an- where he was rector of Trinity church
tiquity which makes the east seem and In 190C went to another Trinity
so young in comparison without find- church at Phoenix, Ariz. He remaining this a treasure house of romance," ed rector there until last year. On
continued the distinguished prelate.
January 18, 1911, he was consecrated
The bishop spent some time visiting bishop of Arizona.
the old San Miguel church, through
Bishop Atwood has been special lecwhich he was shown by Brother turer on Church History of Smith and
David. He also visited all the rooms Kenyon College; member of the Essex
in the old Palace of the Governors and Institute and of the Ohio Historical
snowea mucn mieresi in me pictures J BOCiety. He is the author of "The
and collections.
Spiritual Life of Greenleaf Whlttier"
Clad in a gray suit and wearing a (1893) and of numerous sermons and
addresses.

One Fare for the Round Trip From All Points in
NIouz W pvlrn
1 AlhiiniiprmiA

W.CJ.U.

SANTA FE, N. M.

FROM

Many new attractions this

CONVENTION

$3.45

FR0M SANTA FE'

N

M- -

year. Bigger and better than ever

DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND.

PORTLAND, ORB.
Oct. 18 to 26th, 1912

Return Limit, Oct. 14th, 1912
Dates of Sale Oct. 4th to 12th.
Remember the Low Summer Tourist Rates to California on sale Daily
Until September JOtb.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
5anta Fe, New Mex.

Direct Routes, via Denver and Salt
Lake.

$76.50

Going one way via Denver, the
other way via California.
Dates of Sale Oct. 12, 14, 15. . Return limit Nov. 15th, 1912.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

PEERLESS BAR

-

Hi

Fine

.

Imported

and

AND

Te-suq-

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

Cycle
Pope Motor
Horse Power
4

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.trouble
AlMot or
without s doubt with

eaHENRY

Cycle

left at the factory.

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
'

LIGHT, 8ILBNT AND RBII:,ABHf).

PASH BROS.. Agts.,

Santa Fe

T3UDWE1SER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex."
TELEPHONE 35 J
3

I

i

,

-

-
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LOCAL ITEMS.

PERSONALS

1903

TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business

GIN BROS
iol

COMPANY

31

office,

Weather Specials

Mrs.s B. P. Leonard of Las Vegas

I.

are Always Headquarters on the
.Weather Items, those things that

THE WEATHER.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 21. The X
forecast is tonight fair; colder in
the south. Frost in the north
portion, heavy in localities. Sunday fair warmer in east por
tion.

W.

at the Palace hotel.
W. H. Dearstyne, the well known
salesman from Denver, is in the city.
W. O. Hamblin, a business man of
Romero, Colorado, is at the .European
,.
hotel.
F. W. Drake, the lumber man, is
here from Hodges. He is registered
a the Montezuma.
Miss Bryan is here from Espanola,
accompanying Miss True. They are
at the Montezuma hotel.
R. F. QuJntana and Epimenio Maes-- i
tas of Santa Cruz, are visitors in the
city. They are stopping at the Cor-- !
U

LADIES!

TELEPHONING
"The New Mexican, if your business
Is about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." If
yu wlsn t0 "Peak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."
IN

You Will

Find the

Correct

Styles In

WATCH OUR WINDOWS
For display of Ladies' new

e
Fall Suits, Coats and
Dresses. Also a beautiful line of Auto Scarfs,
Mufflers and Sweaters..
One-piec-

MILLINERY
AT

-

MRS. W. UNDHARDT,
125 Palace Ave.
--

ALBUQUERQUE IS
WITHOUT A DEPOT
AFTER BAD FIRE

JULIUS H. GERDES

THE LATEST IN MILLINERY AT
THE WHITE HOUSE,
n comfort ori,these chilly evenings
KASNER KAR auto ior hire. Fbone
Albuquerque, X. M., Sept. 21. The
.
141 J.
,
colder days to come.
onado.
Santa Fe depot here was partially deWhen
on
can.
a
Marcus C. de Baca, progressive
long journey, take
going
after midnight by fire
date for congress, who arrived in the with you, says the guide books "Pin stroyed shortly
to have been due to defecsupposed
is
Ton"
meant.
the
is
at
registered
city yesterday,
Read Andrews "Ad" today,
Montezuma.
save tive electric wiring. The damage is
As a result, a new denot.
$10,0(10.
A.
IN
money,
Otero,
Former Governor Miguel
It will pay you to keep your eye on costing $50,000 is to be erected.
t,
national committeeman of the pro-- j
The blaze started in the express
Chil-- s
gressive republican party, is reported the Andrews space. No one can give
s, Boys', Ladies', Misses'
in the southern portion of the
better today. He has been suf- - better service, better ju ices or better
much
SWEATERS in
New Styles,
building and was discovered bv Wells
fering from a severe cold since his re-- quality. Always on tln job.
Get an antl splasher for your faucet, Fargo employes who turned in an
turn from the Duke City where he
over. A good Sweater is
alarm. The presence of
took a prominent part in the enter- - j 15c at Goebels,
a doctor bill.
er
For reliable electric work see books and paper records many musty
.'.
tainment of Colonel Roosevelt.
quickly
Prices always
duced a large conflagration. After the
Miss Ethel Blot' and Mrs. J. M. Ortiz Sparks.
4,;
service
names
prompt.
had been brought apparently
and son left' Thursday evening for El
FOR SALE Dressed poultry, hens under control the fire worked
Paso, Tex.
its way
DRY GOODS
ADOLF
GO.
and spring chickens, poaches, pears into the tower of the depot and fanned
and prunes, 2 cents per pound. Good by a stiff wind made a spectacular
KNOWS
clean wheat, $1.85 per 1110 pounds. blaze which baffled the fire
fighters. Sdbi
tor some time.
OF KILLING Phone 19 J.
The White House, the house with
When the fire broke out every effort
Amarillo, Texas, Sept. 21. In the; the goods and the prices, the house waB made to save the baggage remainarrest of B. B. Epping, a farmer on the without a peer, for stylish mrchan-Snea- ing at the depot and there was little
ranch, near Paducah, Texas, the dise. has a special cool weather sale loss on that score.
onee Page three,
police today believe they have captur- It was stated today by those who
PHYSICIAN, registered, wants
to saw
led the mysterious assistant of John
FURNITURE ITEMS
the fire that the fire truck alone
kllow
f
a
where experienced
teal Snead. Epping was concealed doctor is location
saved
the
destruction
of
many homes
needed. References. Ad-BANK &
CO. for a week-a- t Amarillo, near the scene
for the city water pressure was con-- !
dress p- .New Mexican, Santa Fe.
of the killinir of Al. G. Bovce. Jr.
sidered insufficient to meet the
Don,t Pa
"10re thiU1
thing is
EDDine was identified hv O. J. Gil-- !
Ivin, from whom he rented the house wo,rth' but U of Andrews.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent,
wa nH i whirl, SM(i ia nltepd to The
finest rooms in the city, having
have been concealed, and by I. J,
all tnodern
conveniences, including
A Special Sale en all Ingrain Delton Carpets!
the
whom
he
from
purchased
,
electric light, steam heat and baths.
window shades put in the house the
The European Hotel, centrally lo
UNDERTAKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
day before Boyce was killed.
cated.
State Progressive HeadquartBoyce was killed about 4:30.
ers in the hotel.
r Patronage Solicited
New York, Sept. 21. A $50,000,000
Every sweet mouth in Santa Fe is
A WORD WITH WOMEN.
watering for a taste of Pin Ton Choc- tobacco company, now in process of
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
FURNITURE CO.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
formation here, is reported to have the
olates soon to arrive.
Valuable
Advice for New Mexican
financial support of Daniel G. Reid.
Mrs. Hunter Dead .Mrs. Hernieue-gildSAN FRANCISCO STREET.
'lY,
. Readers
L. de Hunter, died last night at chairman of the Chicago, Rock Island
Many a woman endures with noble her home on Rosario street near the and Pacific railroad company, and sevpatience the daily misery of backache, old D. & R. G. depot. She leaves three eral of his associates.
pains about the hips, blue, nervous sons and one daughter. The funeral
FIRE
FIRE
Mr. Reid now is in Europe but is
INSURANCE
disor- - wiu take place Monday
speMs, dizziness and urinary
morning from expected to return about October 1.
ders, hopeless of relief because she the Cathedral. Interment will be in According to the report options have
one mile
of from 25 to 30 acres
doesn't know what is the matter.
Rosario cemetery.
cres in Orchard and
already been obtained on a large num-be- r
n
4
5
or
of
acres
All
It is not true that every pain in
Plaza.
ALWAYS THE BEST
under
FOR
fence,
THE
of
m
tobacco
independent
ra
Eight-roocompanies
the back or hips is trouble "pecullai LEAST MONEY AT THE WHITE in all parts of the country.
in Alfalfa, No Buildings.
table and Other
to the sex." Often when the kidneys HOUSE.
i ne present plan, it is understood, is
The contest for more members and to manufacture all forms of
get congested and Inflamed, such
tobacco,
fx
better work in Junior Christian En- and to make a specialty of cigarettes.
aches and pains follow.
On
can
be
Terms
Secured.
C
which
Reasonable
deavor
of
the
society
Presbyterian
it
can
You
tell
is kidney trouble
RE-P- art
of
7Z
IS
If the secretions are dark colored and church has closed, and the losing side
s in Bearing.
win-niHaifa
"The
Blues"
will
entertain the
B.
contain sediment; the passages are
Z
side "The Reds" tonight in an in- PAST FIFTY? YOU
' Plaza.
too frequent or scanty.
Don't exN. M.
Santa
Room
Bank
door
Fe,
social
8,
at
the
home
of
Cily
Building,
Capital
their
picnic
pect themv to get well alone.
m
Doan's kidney pills have won the superintendent, from 7 to 9. All the
AT ONCE
TO
NEED "CASCARETS"
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
praise of thousands of women. They members of the society are cordially
are endorsed at home Read this invited to come.
Sunny Monday is the best soap and
Santa Fe woman's convincing
you can get 7 bars for 25c at Andrews.
Heavy Frost The temperature yes- What Glasses Are to Weak
The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Escuerdo, 100
terday
ranged from 48 to C5 with an
Griffin St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says:
Fyes Cascarets Are I'o
i)
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
relative humidity of 3G per
average
"1 have just as high an opinion of
l
LINE of
cent.
Weak
Bowels.
is
thus
described by
Yesterday
Phone, Red 189.
Doan's Kidney Pills today as when the weather
"Clear
and
experts:
I publicly recommended them in Jan- cool
day with some clouds late in the
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Most old people must give to the
iciscb St.,
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
uary, 1907. "For about a year I was afternoon. Decidedly cooler this mornbothered by dull ache and weakness ing with a heavy frost but not gen- bowels some regular help, else the
we carry two desirable patterns, the
suffer from constipation. The condiacross my loins and kidneys. I tired erally destructive or
AND THE BRIDE'SlBOQUET.
DIANA
to tion is
killing
except
perfectly natural. It is just
easily and any exertion brought on tender vegetation. The lowest temas
as
natural
old
is
to
for
it
people
San Francisco
back.
in
severe pains
my
Hearing perature during last night was 35 deReliable
Doan's Kidney Pills highly spoken of, grees which is the lowest of the sea- walk slowly. For age is never so
Street
active as youth. The muscles are less
I was induced to try them. The re son. It was 13
colder at G a. elastic. And the bowels are muscles,
degrees
sults' proved beyond a doubt that m.
today than at the same hour
So all old people need Cascarets.
this remedy lives up to representaOne might as well refuse to aid weak
tions. The cure it has brought has
OUR NEW LINE OF PACKARD; eves with classes as to neclert thia
led me to praise it on more than SHOES FOR MEN. OUR NEW LINE
Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.
'gentle aid to weak bowels. The
& .
f- one occasion."
OF SELBY SHOES FOR LADIES,
Next Pool to Postoff ice.
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50 OUR NEW LINE OF WAND SHOES bowels must be kept active. This is
important at all ages, but never so
'cents, Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, FOR CHILDREN.
OUR NEW LINE much as at fifty.
New York, sole agents for the United OF EXCELSIOR SHOES FOR BOYS
Age is not a time for harsh physics.
fetates.
MUST BE SEEN TO BE APPRE- Youth
may occasionally whip the
Remember the name Doan's and CIATED. THE WHITE HOUSE.
bowels into activity. But a lash can't
C. McCONVERY,
SOLE
AGENTS FOR THE ABOVE be used
take no other.
every day. What the bowels
LINES.
f 415 Palace Avenue
::::
of the old need is a gentle and natPhone, W 204.
Business Men's Luncheon
The ural tonic. One that can be conluncheon to be given Monday at the stantly used without harm. The only
SEND THEM TO
Palace hotel by the members of the such tonic is Cascarets and they cost
H. S, KAUNE
Chamber of Commerce promises to only 10 cents per box at any drug
POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
prove an epoch making entertainment. store. They work whii'e you sleep.
ERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
It
decided
has
been
women
that the
Lowest!
Where Prices
We have our own mill run by electricity, and
ot Santa Fe, who have done so much
'
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M. ,
for Safe Quality.
to beautify the city, shall not be decan furnish pure, cleancorn chopeither coarse
medium or tine, at meal for the little chicks
r
prived of the pleasure of hearing the A Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
TheHome Grown Fruit Season speaker of the day Miss Agnes C. Or at Least His Capital !
Lenses ground
to
broken ones
the different grains, such as corn, wheat, mil'
is on and we are offering to the Laut. The. ladies will turn out in large
to Occulists' Prescription
rumbers, for already over 50 tickets
Where Do You Get Shaved ?
kaffir corn, bran, etc.
let,
oats,
particular housewife the best to have
been sold. The tables will be
( 151b. Pkg., $ .65
to be had in
decorated by a committee consisting SAWYER'S IS THE BEST PLACE
Bone
Meat
Green
Cut
1.20
and
30lb. "
of Mesdames Itenehan, Hughes, S. G.
Give Him a Trial. East of the Plaza.
( 100 lb.
3.75
sack,
Abbott,
Mera, Hewett,
Cartwright,
Dorman, Arthur Seligman, Townsend
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
and Miss Massie.
should have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
Chocolate Is just as much of a food
their health and makes them lay.
as meat or bread. "Pin Ton" Choco-- 1
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
lates are good food.
We can also supply you with
We told you that it was coming.
POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
knew it was time. Now then see
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES We
us at once for a Coles heater. The
GUARANTEED.
PRATT'S VETERINARY COLIC CURE.
complete and there are no betthe finest cantaloupes grown. line isWood-Davi'
A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute ins
ter.
Harware and Supply
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
digestion and bloat. This wonderful remedy has
company.
We have just received
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1 ,000. It is a

.'.

the

The Very Latest

ANKOTS, COMFORTS
the

and

ft

Sweaters, Coats, Dress Goods
and Trimmings

1

far

them

than

Ladies, Misses' and children's

e

.'.

..

SELIGiN

nJ

EPPING

MAN BROS. GOIUIPANY
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FOR SALE GROCERIES, FIRUTS
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all under fence, good improve
ments, lots of water. Fine hav
land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain
Sell at a bargain. Address,
MO-ACR- E

WILL MAIL YOU $1
oh Set of old False

PDA Nik' rtAVIc

Morlarty, N.
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MRS. HARRIMAN DID
NOT KNOW
D.

ABOUT
21.

IT.

Mrs.

Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Olass, Etc. Etc.

C, Sept.
'Washington,
Harriman, widow of Edward H.
the railroad magnate, and Miss
REAL ESTATE
Bliss, daughter of the late Cornelius
N. Bliss, former treasurer of the republican national committee, will be
ecused from testifying before' the
City Property, Farms,
senate committee investigating camtranches, Orchards,
paign expenses. Senator Clapp and
Land (Qrants.l Etc
Senator Pomerene decided today.
sent to New
A sargeant-at-arm- s
York to subpoena them, was assured
by C. C. Tegthoff, private secretary
to Mrs. Harriman, that Mrs. Harriman
had no personal knowledge of any
contributions and that.he would be
willing to produce any documents of
Of
the Harriman estate for the inspection
of the committee.
M. E. Elliott, general counsel for
the Standard Oil company, C. T. White Telephone 194 WM Room 24
and W. H. Libb, also Standard Oil
LAUGHLIN building,
officials, have been served with sub,
poenas to produce certain books beMEXICO
fore the committees.
SANTA FE t
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quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
50 cents
Price,
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
PHOT'S GUARANTEED E66 PRODUCER Prevents chicken
choleia, roup and
Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big layers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
11
Full directions with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at .GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
11 PRATT S AN ML REGULATOR
FOR HORSES,CATTLE,SIIEEP,

iff

HOGS, DAIRY COWS.&c.

Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rap- idly ; dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
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year: by mall
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15.0

...$2.50
$1.00

Dally Per Ouarter, by mall
Dally per quarter, by carrier
Weekly, tlx months

$1.25
11.50

nomic trouble comes from, and they
tell us that the only method of relief
Li through the medium of a strike, or
an egg boycott, so the market will
be. flooded and the
packers will have
to let go his eggs.
In the meantime "eggs are going
up," the trade reports say and the
censumer can only stand his hand.

For President,

50

ROOSEVELT.

THEODORE

For

"All of Today's News Today"

t,

SATURDAY.

The Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults

thought, this morning as I sav
thj school boys and girls on '.ho
E give to patrons the advantages
street, but rot, ecing to school, how
new and modern vaults reinof
wo alwayb used to regard Saturday,
For Member of Congress,
forced and barricaded with Yale
and especially that first Saturday after
the fall term of school had begun.
Deposit Locks.
Gee! That is a hard week, that first
The Yale system of locking is known
MARCOS C. DE BACA.
one in the fall, after the summer vacaBUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J
around the world as the most sturdy, the
tion is over. We had a bully time all
The Roosevelt electors in New Mexico are Dr. Thomas of Chaves pummer, didn't we? Of course, some
most impregnate.
county, Elmer E. Studley of Colfax county and George Armijo of Santa Fe of the joys of it could not be conTHE PROGRESSIVES.
In
for
Theodore
voter
should
remember that tinued now for it's too cold to go
Roosevelt, every
voting
Every box in our vault is protected by
(county.
Governor AVoodrow Wilson expressed himself as much pleased at Colum- - he must vote for the three Roosevelt electors who in turn will vote for Mr.
a
a
chill
for
special guard mechanism and a. ' double
and it's little
bus, Ohio, the other day over a telegram presented him by a bunch of pro Roosevelt in the electoral college if elected. He also should remember swimming
all that kind of thing, but it's
and
of tumblers.
set
gressives who declared in his favor and calling themselves the Wilson na- - that those electors are merely his agents, and if elected, are pledged to
coming on the foot ball season
tional progressive league.
vote for Theodore Roosevelt. That is their only function in this election just
Entrust
your valuables to us, th
now and we would have big fun if it
The answer of the governor was natural when he said:
and the only connection they have with the campaign. The opponents of wasn't for school.
will be safe from fire as well as theft.
"The action you and your associates are taking seem to me truly Colonel Roosevelt are industriously circulating a report to the effect that
I know just how tha boys felt this"
patriotic. The progressive forces of the nation ought not to be divided. No all that is necessary to vote for Theodore Roosevelt is to write his name
mere attachment to a party name should .now separate men whose purposes upon the ballot. This is not true. Vote for the presidential electors and morning when they awoke and remembered that it is Saturday. The
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA,
and convictions are united for a common object. The formation of the league help elect Theodore Roosevelt.
books that Prof. Wagner and the
Beems to me the most reassuring. May I not convey to you my congratulaother teachers made the youngsters
tions on your part in the movement?""
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
pour over and bone into for the past
To Woodrow Wilson the action of this league is essentially a "patriotic"
five days won't have to be touched
THE BYSTANDER
movement, as he is the patriot in the performance. There should be no I
I j
again till Monday, and there is a day
division of progressives; they should all vote for Wilson; party name is
DrMADKC FROM THE
SEES IT
free to do anything we want to, we
nouiing. Funny, isn t it?
I
SM LINt I I
As a matter of fact the argument is all the other way. There is a disboys and girls, unless there is some
tinct progressive movement. It has no other name and no other affiliation.
thing we've got to do about the yard
AFTER THE CIRCUS.
or house some wood to split or some
It is independent, definite and has no alliance with any other political orUncle Tom?
Dos Canones Viejcc
There seems to be a growing move'
that. I remember that they
ganization whatsoever.
fcUUY UbLUAUU, FKUFKIEHJR.
ment on foot to go after the circus thing like
act
to
Governor Wilson is the candidate pf the democratic party, its regular
used
that way. When there was
MANUFACTURER OF
Ana
Dona
from
Will the gentleman
and
raise
it
out
of
existence
means
by
to be done, some chore to
candidate and it is the only political alliance he has. What do the pro- yield for a question?
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Top s with Navajo an
of a high license. The whole scheme something
gressives expect to gain by voting for a candidate of one of the old organiand Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
of life would seem different with the be finished, it was always held over
zations, the very policies of which have caused the building of a new party;
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
The situation is getting more trivial circus removed from it. It is one of till Saturday. A fellow never had a
Nowhat is going to be gained by a merger; wherein will progressiveism be
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
the first things that comes into the show after school began again.
day.
every
.,
strengthened or the principles of the organization established by joining
Send for Price list and Full Information. by
life of a youngster and stays there body seemed to think a chap needed
with the democrats?
was
just
And we suspect that the colonel was always.
1 19 Don
You can talk all you've a any recreation, anyhow. It
uaspar Avenue.
If the movement were merely one of anything to beat Taft, it would be informed as
to the situation in New mind to, but it is one of the joyful work. But we did have a good time
a different proposition, but it is not. It is a move for a new deal, with the
that
can't
last
summer;
away
get
they
after all.
things of life with its show wagons,
old leaders and the old methods shunted to the background. Jt is not a Mexico,
its fearsome wild aninmls and intrepid from us, anyway, even if they do soak
merger, but a breakaway.
In a day or two we are going
lion tamers,
its thrills, its funny it to us on Saturday. But whatever
The only way to establish a new organization is to build the foundation make another
they save up for us on Saturday it's
determined effort
clowns and funnier crowds.
on principles, cemented with energy, loyalty and enthusiasm.
The progres- ge closer still to "our rails."
our off day and we don't have to sit
one
it's
of
the
most
Why,
blessed
sive party 8hould have the united support of every true progressive and tile
memories of childhood and one of down at the old school desk and try to
vote of every true progressive. The election of Woodrow Wilson cannot,
If we only could have had them two the delights of age, and now they're bound New Mexico, nor try and figure
in any way aid a new party movement, if he is chosen by the vote of the
old cannon stationed on each side of after it, to license it out of existence. out if there are so many apples in
'
progressive voters. Every vote cast by a genuine progressive against Theo- the' band stand down there at Albu If they
keep on there won't be any- one bushel, how many etc., or who
dore Roosevelt, weakens the progressive movement and strengthens the
the scene would have been thing left for a boy to do but study licked Hannibal or what made Napoquerque,
opposition.
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
school lessons and take a bath. leon lose Waterloo, or who was the
No movement can succeed with division existing within its own ranks. complete.
United
are
of
to
'steenth
the
They
president
going
electrify him in
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
No battle can be won If every soldier is not loyal.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
The colonel, it seems, lias peculiar school so that he can pack more States, right off the reel, without any
The election of Woodrow Wilson can in no manner aid in the estabj
Into
to
or
his
meditation
It's
storeto
knowledge
information
to
figuring.
good
information.
where
as
ideas
get
lishment of the progressive party. The only effect would be to weaken it.
Before we know it they'll have Saturday, anyway.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
Maybe it was Sergeant Arm'.jo, "one house.
of the best men in ny regiment.'' who be licensing base ball off the back
lots, and ruling marbles out of existtold the colonel.
WE'RE GOING CRAZY.
PETE, ARCHIE AND THE PUP.
ence.
European Raft, $1.00 and up,
(Bill F. Brogan.)
Professor Filassin may be right, if he did say it at the Eugenics conThey say a circus takes a lot of
a common youngster
Pete was
ference.
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
money out of a town and don't leave and he hadjust
a common pup but it
Professor Filassin is a mad doctor treats lunatics, you know and his
in
it.
any
Jehosophat! are we get- loved him as he loved it from the day
notion of the end of the world is that everybody will go mad. Thie may be
ting to the pass where everything on he
picked it up. Archie started life
incurable optimism in a man who depends on the alienist practice; or he
earth must be put on a financial
was very
may be doing the way of most specialists contracting the disease he treats;
basis? Isn't the joy that childhood quite different for his dad
rich and they spent a lot on Archie
or he may be more than half right.
gets out of the circus anything? Must for he filled
a lofty niche. Pete's pa
with or
Rooms en
Madness consists in an inability to distinguish between notions which
everything he smotehered in the de- was
worked
a
he
workman
and
just
have realities as their objects and causes, and notions which are just
sire of gain and accumulation of
Local
Long Distance Telephones in
for Archie's dad and any coin that
notions. The man who sees a snake in the meadow probably sees one. The
money alone? It does not seem as Pete
rooms.
Hot
know
was
and cold
didn't
what
wate'i
got
man who sees a maroon snake with peacock-greethey
if those men, who want to bust the
stripes around him, a
telescoping crest terminating In a diamond tiara lit up with crimson electric
circus can have much in their veins he had. A Pommeranian poodle was
electric
lights.
lights probably sees a figment of his own imagination. The one sees a
but money rust. Why, I- don't remem- the joy of Archie's life for It cost a
snake, the other a notion. The one is presumably sane. The other is perber anything that was so absolutely hundred dollars and was cause of con
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN .SECTION.
manently or temporarily, either partly or wholly mad. For the mind which
enticing in childhood days as the cir- stant strife. It was always getting
some ordinary cur and for
pursues food, shelter and clothing must be able to distinguish accurately
"Wal I ,hev bin agoin sum lately," cus and the base ball matches that walloped atby
it brought
between things which are inside the head and those outside.
our town had with the neighboring barking
pedestrians,
Old
Albu"I
the
tu
was
Archie's pa a slur. Though it cost a
Just what form or madness will carry us off If the professor's prediction says to thu Codger.
and
I
towns',
noticed
the
other
day hundred dollars it wasn't
Repooblican convenshun
worth a note
comes to pass is, of course, impossible to say. The one most likely to querkI
and went down thur tu hear this fel- that congress is going after base ball, and it should have been cremated in
infect us, however, would seem to me
This is very pre- ler Theodore Roosefelt.
with
its
II
investigations.
I seen
Probably
Mister
a region far remote. It had a fancy
valent now in certain circles. It makes men maim and kill their employes Catron a
on th platform with they'll go after the circus next.
setting
too,
a
name
collar
with
silver
for the sake of money. It causes them to oppress thousands for gain. Its
plate,
Of course, when one gets along in
them other fellers while Roosefelt
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
fl
badge is greed. Its victims have the delusion that by getting inordinately wus a talkin'. I hev alius been a Re- the Berre and yellow the circus does while if Pete's pup kept from starvPete's
do.
rich they will be happy. This Idea is an Internal snake, and not one in the
had
all
it
could
it
that
ing
not
seem
same.
we
the
But
can
just
but
ef
Mister
Catron whom
MAN'S H6ME
did his errands of carry, fetch
green meadow of nature. It has no objective actuality to verify it. It is pooblican
I've knowed fur nigh on sixty years not quite forget what it was once, pup
.
shown by all human experience to be fallacious.
and
Pommeranian
while
the
run,
fun
we
and
the
out
had
of
and
the
it,
is again tu bolt th party, then I'm a
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Kook,s en suit with
fun the boys of the future are going poodle thought the world was made
This insanity did more than anything else to ruin the civilizations which
going tu bolt too, got darn it. An 1 to
as
Filassin's
have fallen. It may justify Professor
have If they will let the circus for fun. The Pommeranian poodle
prophecy. But as long
never hev yit, by heck."
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
we have the power to reason about the thing, there is some hope. In the
grew fat and indolent while the comstay.
Central Location.
mon pup that Pete had, grew big,
meantime, Professor Filassin is pretty sure to have a good practice.
And it must have penetrated
the
went
and
One
content.
brave
they
EGGS
UP.
day
0
THOS. DORAN, Pforpietor.
noodles of a few of our most emi- Large Sample Rooms.
Up they go again. Eggs this time. afishing and the two dogs went along,
that
"tatesmen
men
the
young
Inpn'
THE ROOSEUELT STRENGTH.
In Cleveland they're figuring on a where the woods were cool and shady
01 New Mexico understand each other
....u
v.
n...
., ,,
u
..,.., n---.
,
uconsumers' strike on the festive hen and the waters sang a song. On a
rather
of
thoroughly regardless
party fruit A while
j
i,, .1 o.iicu
.......
""-- j
ago, it was meat, and bank, moist, soft and grassy, they sat
"wc lumu ouiijiiou at uic ""F1 toDiwii
ut"""'u
Jjjjgg gfg aj(J gtQ
111 mm
what
will
was
be
it
me
cuiuiueu
iimi
next, I don't know. If them down to fish where the branches
nuuseveii
eciiun,
sircugui
especially
previui,
we are going on a strike on every- swayed serenely and the currents
mostly to the west. The progressive candidate for president figures quite
"Mr. Speaker, yqur committee on
thing that goes up we will be striking gently swish. As they sat there idly
differently, and expresses great confidence in the result in the far east and
and elections, to which was ourselves out of anything we eat.
privileges
conis
of
he
the
feels that the strength
central west, where
The hoping that the fish would start to
progressives
the Hun. Marcos C. de Haea, poor consumer, who is
every-- j bite, the bank caved In and threw
really
stantly growing, and where at the summer primaries Roosevelt developed referred
remarkable popularity, surprising even his most enthusiastic friends, in the beg leave to report that it has consid-- j Doay is certainly getting his, not in them In the waters out of sight. Pete
ered the evidence in this ease, and the profit line. That goes in another came up treading water, but Archie
vote he received after so brief a campaign.
IS YOUR PROPERTY FILLY PROTECTED ? I
Mr. Roosevelt expects to show his greatest strength in states of the that while It is shown
conclusively direction and always away from the couldn't swim and it looked like all
t
W'V ;'',
he
carried
Sandoval
that
still
consumer.
I
is
county,
do wish some one, with was over but a funeral for him. The
confident that he will carry
east, like Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, and
under
the
present pressing circum- all the investigations and examina- Pommeranian poodle ran up and down
New York. He figures on at least 2S8 votes in the electoral college, or 12
!
stances, we recommend that he be de- - tions going on, by congress and by the bank for he saw that all was over '
more than enough to elect.
Col. Roosevelt's own estimate 6f the votes he will receive is said to be clared not elected and that his seat boards and committees and organiza- as Archie quickly sank. But Pete
V
be declared vacant and that the corn- - tions and things, could find out just swam down the river and landed on
as follows:
MOULTON-ESP- E
COMPAN V
New York 45; Pennsylvania 38: Illinois 29; California 13; Kansas 10; mittee be given power to select some why it costs so much to eat.
the shore and he kicked the frighten
Iowa 13; Minnesota 12; Ohio 24; New Jersey 14; North Dakota 5; South one from San Miguel county to fill the
The "bumper crops" are being head ed poodle for its racket made him
Dakota 5; Wisconsin IS; Oregon o; Washington V; Massachusetts 18; Colo- - place. The situation is such, Mr. lined; the railroads are declaring that sore. He was turning to aid Archie
SANTA FE, N. M
QENERAL AQENTS.
rado C; Nebraska 8; New Mexico 3; Tennessee 12; West Virginia S. 'tote Speaker, that we feel it necessary to they have not enough of an equip- when his faithful common pup jumped
266.
to
a choice,
2S8. Electorial vote necessary
suspend the rules and to dispose of ment to handle the immense traffic; into the swirling current and caught
this matter at once. All those in favor we are having "good times," they tell Archie coming up. The common pup
0
tln ot,
us, and yet we see prices for every that Pete owned without collar, blood
?f th
re?ort ?m
Another text In our creed :
nave
Tne
a?e- ave8
8o
that makes life possible or rank carried Archie safely shorewe
secure
to
commodity
standards
of
industrial
establishment
THE RELIANCE MORTUARY ADDITION POLICY
propose
Through the
to the able bodied immigrant and to his native fellow workers a larger share ordered. The gentleman from Chaves going up and up until we cannot see ward to Pete upon the bank. Then
down. The clerk iuem, even, let alone
The Most Liberal Life Insurance Contract Written
orJer-getting our they sought a safer station somewhat
of American opportunity.
This policy provides that if one becomes totally disabled from disease or accident the
hands on them. I do wish some one further up the stream and they startWe denounce the fatal policy of Indifference and neglect which has left our will read the next bill.
PREMIUMS CEASE- - the Policy Becomes Paid Up for Life, and A MONTHLY INCOME
would ifind a reason for this elevating ed in to fish
his
Is Paid to the Insured for ONE HUNDRED MONTHS thus one gets the benefit of we
enormous immigrant population to become the prey of chance and cupidity
again with the same old
during lifetime. There are many other new features in this Policy tbat
Sergeant Armijo, "one of the best process or a way to get a hold on it happy dream. They sat and fished insurance
We favor governmental action to encourage the distribution of immigrants
in
to
wish
to
you
person.
explain
to see lf we cannot anchor a few and waited until the
day's last light GENERAL AGENTS
KOOMZt. CAPITAL CITY
away from the congested cities, to rigidly aupervise all private agencies deal- men in my regiment," has lost theU8t me
oi
necessities ot lire down, so then sadly Bcarted homeward for they
and
education
MALL. cC MALL,
advancement,
five
or
six
assimilation,
to
their
thousand
bankbldo
and
progressive
them
party
with
promote
ing
.
will
disbe
in
at least reaching
votes, m. a. Otero, wno put Frank A. they
hadn't had a bite. The common pup
tance
of the poor bewildered and that Pete owned went off in search of
A man in Napoleon. Ohio, got his throat cut as a result of mistaken Hubbell out of office and broke his downtrodden consumer.
tablish claim to the land above
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
more
in
the
cost
"has
the
that
inference
state,
but the Pommeranian
power
the
the
proindividuality
we
poodle
draw
this
From
might
identity.
On this question of eggs we cannot grub
before Register or Receiver.,
had dog bread and a rub. There is no Department of the Interior,
we can Inject into our system, the safer we are. one mignt even he wining gressive party several thousand votes
1TJ. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M..
lay it on the hen, that prices of eggB moral to the
Office at Santa Fe,
S.
Land
V.
s
one
Col.
than
have
to
throat
Roosevelt's
rather
frame
at
vote
for
it's
hard
to
Taft,
Albuquerspeech
foolish
to be foolish
enough
are
1912.
The hen has been
her one up. It wastale, an accident that'B
New Mexico, Aug. 30, 1912, on the 8th day of October,
rnt for lack of identity. However, there is not much danger in being mixed que lost the progressive party sev usualup.duty to the American doing
just
people.
names
as
to
be
witnesses:;
Claimant
eral thousand votes." Fellers, there
NOTICE is hereby given that
confusing.
in such a matter. There are too few of the breed
She bas been busy as usual. The egg all except Pete's common pup.
'
0
simply ain't no use. We might as well crop is not short.
Sandovai, of Lamy, N. M., who, Euloglo Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M.;i '
N. M.;
It will not pay you to watte your ou March 8, 1906, made Homestead Jose Larranaga, ot Lamy,
Mr. Haines, recently elected governor of Maine, will support neither give up and let Charley Spiess run the
Say the retailers: "The only chance
Section Fellberto Martinez, of Lamy, N. M.;
for cheap eggs this winter, is to force time writing out your legal forms Entry No. 9011. for NW
Roosevelt nor Taft because his eyes are bad. Cannot see which way to state.
Lamy, N. M.
a suspicion that the trouble
the packers to unload their storage when you can get them already print- 11, Township 13 N.. Range 11 E , N. M. Luciano Ortega,
jump, we suppose. One cannot help having
R. OTERO.
MANUEL
his
for
of
notice
filed
intent
bas
P.
Haines'
Mr.
column,
spinal
of
Meridian,
system,
Latest sporting news In the SanU stock." Then it's up to the packers? ed at the New Mexican Printing
might be in another part
Hegnier.
tion to make Five-yea- r
Fe Ne Mexican. Reatt It
proof, to e
That seems to be where a lot of eco--j Company,
instance.
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Saturday, Sept. 21,

TWITCHELL'S
HISTORY WOMAN'S MOST

HOW TO PRESERVE YOUTEI AND BEAUTY.

One great secret of youth and beauty for the young woman or the mother is
ie proper understanding of her womanly system and
Every woman,
lung or old, should tnow herself and her physical make up. A good way to
rive at this knowledge is to get a good doctor book, such for instance, as " The
.
,
t i J
n A r u:
j
iaJsi.o uuiiimuii Cucuac iticuiuui
if u. , wnlCtl
Can
py n. V . rjeruc, ivx.
.ufie
siuviBcr,
d
.cents for
tidily be procured by sending thirty-on- e
copy, addressing
Pierce, at Buffalo, N. Y.
I The womanly
system is a delicate machine which can onlv be comnared to the in- cate mechanism of a beautiful watch which will keep in good running order only
th good care and the proper oiling nt the right time, so that the delicate mech
anism may not bo worn out. Very many times young women
get old or run down before their time through ignorance and
the improper handling of this human mechanism. Mental
depression, a confused head, backache, headache, or hot
flashes and many symptoms of derangement of the womanly
system can be avoided by a proper understanding of what to
do, in those trying times that come to all women.
well-bein-

'

:

(By Edwin

1

A

Shuman in Chicago

Record--

Herald.)

Ralph Emerson Twitchell of

cloth-boun-
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SUCCESSFUL

Las

of the New
Vegas, vice president
Mexico Historical society has recently completed an imposing work un-

der the modest title, "Leading Facts
of New Mexican History." It fills two
large Volumes, with a total of nearly
1200 pages.
For twenty-fivyears
Colonel Twjtchell has been collecting
materials for this work, delving in
musty records of old and Xew Mexico, reading every known book and
manuscript on every phase of his
subject, gathering forgotten portraits
from dusty hiding places in Madrid,
Barcelona, Peru and the City of Mexico, patiently compiling and writing
the most comprehensive and most
e

Mrs. G. H. Williams, of Lvnnhaven. Va.. wrotn; "It In air vonrs
since my health Rave way. J hail female trouble and all the doctors
i employed three; Bawt 1 would die. 1 waa not able to do my work,
had to hire someone all the time. Finally, I read in the papers about
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, and decided to try it. I had not.
taken but one bottle until 1 found it had done me good.
I took, in all,
five bottles of 'Favorite Prescription' and two of 'Golden Medical
Discovery,' and now am able to do all my housework, and have (rained
fourteen pounds. I advise all women who suffer from female trouble
to try your Favorite Prescription.' It'a the only medicine on earth."

MEDICINE
Known AD Over The World
Known Only For The
Good It Has Done.

M.A.ORTIZ
MAY NAME FIVE

i

DELEGATES

WANST

Tftaifofltte
JfJSWlJ

?

offi

Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
voice, because nature intended her for
But even the loving
motherhood.
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is usually
a period of suffering and danger.
Women who use Mother's Friend are
saved much discomfort and suffering,
and their systems, being thoroughly
prepared by this great remedy, are
In a healthy condition to meet the
time with the least possible suffering
and danger. Mother's Friend Is
recommended only for the relief and
comfort
of exnnctant mothers: , It Is in
-

Marcelino A. Oritz, clerk of the
board of county commissioners, lias
received a message from George A.
Snow, chairman of the Utah board of
control, advising him that the board
is entitled to appoint five delegates to
the Twentieth National Irrigation congress to be held at Salt Lake City
September Until to October 3rd, and
those wishing to attend this meeting
are requested to send him in their
names. Mr. Snow states the congress
Is an assured success and promises to
be the most interesting and import- ant with the largest attendance since
.,
n,
n to
1110 r.ncr,.ca,
n!o
ui aiiiucu.
uni
An impressive program has been
provided and many of the ablest men
n the land will be present to discuss

FOR RENT 6 room house witi
furniture or not, Oct. 2. D. S. Low
itski.
FOR RENT Housekeeping and bed
rooms, modern. 179 Palace Avenue,
Call Jit) J.
FOR RENT Four rooms for housekeeping. Private bath. 40ti San Francisco street.

FOR SALE Two story residence on
Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. (J.
Watson & Co.

We know of no other medicine which
has been so successful in relieving the
suffering of women, or received so many
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assists nature to perfect Its work.
In the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn, Floods, Measurement of Streams, Sci- ply
be.
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Mother's
Friend
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gistertwo
allays
Colonel Twitchell's history begins Mass., are files containing hundreds of entific Investigation of Irrigation Pro vents caking of
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xhbaum all pure wool, Presto collar, medium Third grade all fujly guaranteed best value ever shown $2, now.. 85c
machines 86 different
come
no
yea
money,
hath
he
and
that
Mould keep you warm and snug
If!'!
'.
in
models
combinations
492
ONE LONELY EDISON PHONOGRAPH.
..$10, $5
ana
buy wine and milk without money
of features. . 50 to $950,
The new machine playing either the two or four minute records, regiGGEST BARGAINS IN UMBRELLAS.
without
price."
$12.50
will
off
for.
let you carry it
with easy payments if deular price at dealers $22.50,
. ' need but seldom can find. You can now
two
get
sired.
BOOKS.
COPYRIGHT
STANDARD
joth ends of the line for what you been paying
ST. JOHN'S METHODIST.
PORTLAND.ORE. AND
L AC
Can you afford to ignore
A dozen or so from well known authors such as Mrs. Holmes or South-wort- h
school 9:45 a. m. Morning,
Sunday
'
THE NORTHWEST
25c
of
the
big
3
experience
Silks best made at any price, $2.50 and $3. . . .$1.50
many
that originally sold for $1.50 to close at
p.
11
m.
Junior
a.
League
worship
concerns like the Westing;
$7.50
One Alcott set regular price anywhere $12.50
$1
guaranteed same make, $1.50, $2
m. Epworth League 6:45 p. m. Evenhouse? Let us show you a
...
$1.00
'j best values ever known,
75c and $1
Little Colonel series, regular price $1.50...,
45c
ling worship 7:45 p. m. Sermons by:
Dates of sale, Sept. 25th to
machine that will fit your
the pastor both morning and evening.
October 10th, 1912.
work like a tailored
figure
"The
sermon:
the
Theme for
evening
s
suit. No obligation or cost.
allowed.
prayer
Arrival of Autura."
Choir
Remember the Low Summer
service Wednesday 7:45 p. ni.
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
Tourist rates to California and repractice Friday night at 7:30. Fourth
turn in effect until Sept 30th, 1912.
night,
Saturday
conference
Sales Manager.
quarterly
H.
W.
LONd,
September 28th at 7:45. You will find
P.O. Box 702, El Paso, Texas.
ja welcome at St. John's.
JAMES M. SHIMER, Pastor.
H. S. LUTZ
Santa Fe. N. M.

MS?

...
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Every Woman

A Feast of toraiifls

l,

insurant

PEOPLE OF THIS
have never before in the old town's history had
OUT OF
a feast bargains as they have had at our
PRICES during the last week. Some of our best friends came in a
REALLY
litte skeptical, but timidly asked, "
QUIT ?"
To all such inquiries we simply had to refer them to the prices we are making to
fully convince them. These prices are not on one or two catch articles, but on our
ENTIRE LINE
the highest grade of merchandise that we could find in the
kets of the country. Many lines are badly broken already, but remember this sale
will last as long as there is anything left. The sooner we close out the better it will

ed.
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SANTA
MAY

CAPTURE

FT NEW

MEXICAN

-

OFFICIAL-

BOLD TRAIN ROBBERS.

Pensacola, Fla., Sept. 21. Addition- al detectives arrived here today to aid
In the investiagtlon of Wednesday
theft of $55,000 from a shipment of! The attorney general's office, now
currency by express between Pensa-- j tnat New Mexco )s a. Btate, .continues
cola and Flomaton, Ala.
to be the clearing house for queriei.
Employes of the First National iTjurter a territorial form of government
bank of Pensacola, which shipped the'tv attorney general was regarded by
money, and of the Southern Express n;any as the King Solomon who couH
.
company, are undergoing an examlna-- i furnish wisdom for any and all
Some of the 'I correspondents
ei ii.
It is anonunced that an arrest may: whose mail finds its way into the at
be made within the next 24 hours.
torney genersil'8 letter basket, have a
facetious germ which demands recognition. Just a day or two ago the at- ii
j
luruey general s eyes were giuuueut-CHICHESTER PILLS by
New Mexico gena
these
lines
from
I.sdU'.f AnW your Drupe Ul for
tleman who wished some legal advico
riiH'UM.tcr'8 iiluninnU ISrandy
I'M. in lUd and joll metallicS
given
verbally: "Hoping to hear from
Koxes, saicl wltft Ulna KiNn.
.
Tnke no
liiir of roup
you and if you can't come rite away,
Krumil-t- .
:
lll.
A(
OIAMONII IUIAMI PII.I.S. (or liS
come at once and don't send anyono
years known as hct, Sattst. Always Kelianlt
if SOI
elce!" Assistant Attorney General HarI) RV RWIfifiKT flfPYWHFW
ry Clancy has a collection of such missives but he is cautious in giving them

"The Home of Quality Groceries"
THE TOP NOTCH

com-tion-

In Groceries

WE

S

Strive To Attain!

.1

olhi-p-

IH's-TK- n

As We Succeed Our Patrons Gain !
When It Comes To Selling Things To Eat,

In

Quality and Price, We'll Not Be Beat

WASH iDAYS
1
1

foca
Ld&C '

7 Bars
4
8

I

out.

Bars

s0Ap

.25

STARCH

.25

cn soap

.25

blue,ng

.05

M0NDAY

PACKAGES

OF

diamond

2 Boxes

F

8 lbS.

0F MEXICAN BEANS

Phone 4

'

best

$3.55

BAfi

F. ANDREWS

Phone

GROCERIES
To

their Stock

of Meats

Give Us a Trial.

H E ADQUATERS

THE

HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
A WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
JT
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasionally.
f
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch' a Epcck of oil anil a cleaning
hice a year. It will increase the
li'e and accuracy of your watcb.
Leave
your watch with 'us

to-U-

FOR

PLAZA MARKET CO.

E

Watches
and
Clocks.
44

NOW IS THE TIME

NOTES.
Captain Fred Fornofl" of the New
Mexico Mounted Police is expected
back from Estancia in a day or two.

10

K as1

Finest SweetJPeas In the Southwest

Phone Black 12.

R. V- - BOYLE,
DOWN TOWN STAND, BUTT BROS,' DRUG STOKE.

FALL SHOWING i I

SATURDAY
OF

is with genuine pleasure that we
welcome you to see the new

Ot? New Fall Coats and Suits
"We

V

CHARMING"

m Showing Styles that Embrace the Originality of Parisian Models
with the Ingenuity and Workmanship of the American

Tailors' Suits, $12.50 to $40.
Suits and
Coats Saturday only

1096 discount on

Coats $10 to $75

SALMON

Mgr.

"Ad

99

To-da- y

Che WILSON

MTE

7
r

HEATER

with the celebrated Hot Bj
Down-Drais the only eater
whLh actually burns alj Q
fuel pat into it. Theot Bkst
Down-Dracreate
pe rfect
comDustion ana he fumes
which rise fromthi --f , ordi
i
narny escaping urburned in
otner stoves, art
sumed and turned into heat in tne Wilson.
It has been ascertained that tfv fume
which arise from the fuel constitutes
40
per cent ot the entire heating tower Qf
..
nnA r
13.,., a w:i.
1 1 U3U11
auu
uiu iuu, uujr
ggf all
inc ncai you arc paying iui

Page 3.
THE

J

Save 40 Per Cent
of Your Coal Bill

ft

ft

k

Santa Fe Hardware

,

and Supply Co.

HOUSE.

FALL S
any influence
11
in the world's opinion of a
man, and they certainly have, the
man we Suit this Fall will bask in
the sunlight of public esteem. Our
Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

FASCINATING

styles this Fall. For many
months we have been selecting, buying and preparing for this event, and
it is with a feeling of pardonable pride
the at awsk you to view the result.

S3-AR- E

FAMILY.

lit

TfF CLOTHES have

INTEREST TO WHICH ALL ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

IT

ETC.

AND OVERCOATS

Exhibiting the New Fall
Styles for Women
FASHION SHOW

HATS,
FEATHERS,

ST03RE

To)Tff

A

FALL MILLINERY:

MISS

IN

SPOKANE

Spokane, Wash., Sept. 21 Surgeon
General Rupert Blue of the public
health and marine hospital service,
has been asked to take steps to isolate
the family of Antonio Valcane, now
living here, two members of which are
said to be suffering from leprosy. Valcane, who was an Italian railroad laborer, is said to have acquired the disease 18 months ago and his 11 year old
son has exhibited symptoms of the
changes changes which delight the di-- i disease within the last few weeks.
The family has been partly isolated
rectors, the parents and of course,
the children. "Good work," comment-- I by local physicians, but the fact that
ed Mr. Asplund.
there is no law in this state for the
'
It is now possible to announce that
through the efforts, of Professor J. H.
Vaughan of the College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts, secretary of the
New Mexico branch of the American
School Peace League, Dr. David Starr
Jordan,, president of the Leland Stan
ford University and one of the fore- moBt advocates of peace in the world,
will be present at Albuquerque on the
evening of November 6th. His subject
will be "The Fight Against War." Perhaps the' association has never had a
more prominent lecturer and educator
than Dr. Jordan ad no teacher in the
state can afford to miss hearing him.

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

semi-tropic-

quarantine of lepers forced an appeal GERMAN AVIATORS
to Dr. Blue, when the Valcane's preFALL TO DEATH.
pared to send several of their children
to the public schools.
Freiburg, Saxony, Sept. 21. Two
German military officers were killed
SPANISH CLASS.
while flying near here today. This
Mr. Antonio Lucero has pleasure to. makes the third double
in
announce that he will commence a Europe within the presentfatality
month in
new class on MONDAY NEXT at 7:30 which members of army flying
corps
sharp, and continue each Friday and were the victims.
The machine,
ColMonday at the Santa Fe Business
which was of the monoplane type, was
lege.
being piloted by Lieutenant Berger,
A limited number will be enrolled who was
carrying Lieutenant Jung-lien- s
and arrangements should be made beas a passenger in flight from
fore the hour of giving lessons, that Chemnitz to Berlin. When
passing
books may be ordered and to secure over this city the machine
suddenly
enrollment.
plunged from a high elevation to the
Worman's for beginners, 45c.
ground. The airmen were instantly
DeTonios book, $1.50, from all book- killed and the monoplane was smash'
.
stores.
ed to bits. The cause of the accident
Exercise books, 5c, at the College. is not explained.
;
Bring a pencil.
Professor J. A. Wood will teach
.bookkeeping each Tuesday and Thurs
day at 7:30. Enrollments should be
secured at once and not leave it until
class nights.
LATEST IN
Shorthand, Typewriting, Spelling,
Penmanship and other subjects every
night in the week, two nights being
alloted to each student. No books to
buy. No classes. Individual teaching.
Enroll early to find a seat.
WALTER NORTON,
President.
Santa Fe Business College.
A. MUGLER,
Work for tne New Mexican.
It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and the
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.
nw state.

of education made a whirlwind tour
of outlying school districts yesterday
with County School
Superintendent
John V. Conway, looking at the dance
halls which school directors had changed into institutions of learning with
freshly painted walls, newly made win-- i
dows and othef improvements. John
V. Conway is said to have waved the
magic wand which has caused all these

CRAB APPLES, APklCOTS, PLUMS, APPLES.

Flowers all the time.

,.

See

S . SPITZ,
THE JEWELER.

,

The capltol is being treated to some
mighty fine furniture and the eastern
tourists who visit the fine edifice, as
is their custom, will be surprised, no
office fixdoubt, to se such
tures. Santa Fe is several miles from
Broadway but the old city is quite progressive.
Filadelfo Baca, assistant superintendent of public instruction, has returned from a visit to Cienega.
Already the offices of the canltol are
having that steam heat,
luxuriance atmosphere. The radiators
are ready to do a good season's work,
after quite a vacation.

SCHOOL MATTERS.
Rupert F. Asplund of the department

Have Added a Complete
Line of

I

made.

tail work required to keep the sports-- I
men in the state provided with cards
LEPROSY IS FOUND
of authority to hunt and kill.

West Side of Plaza

.25

The equalization board has adjournTaking of
testimony has occupied the board all
this week. No decisions have been
ed to meet next Thursday.

n

Market Co.

AND ALL DAYS

100 BARS SUNNY M0N- DAY SOAP

siNNY
-

),

--

mws.

MINE INSPECTOR NAMED.
GAME OFFICIALS BUSY.
Reese H. Beddow, of Lincoln county,
Game Warden de Baca and Chief has been appointed state mine inspecDeputy Otero are busy these days tor. The examination for state mine
checking up receipts for game licen- inspectors was held last week and
ses. Those who have not spent some there were three applicants. The
time in a game warden's office are not
pays about $2,500 per annum.
likely to understand the amount of de- jThe appointment was made by the gov--J

THE PLAZA

!

1912.

Saturday, Sept. 21,

a
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r
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are fashionable for critical eyes,
and they are tailored for critical
tastes by master hands. The FALL CHOICE AND
CORRECT MODELS are ready for inspection or choosing

OUR OVERCOAT STOCK

(

is the pride of our store, and every Man's Overcoat is
here. We mean by that, no matter what a man's Overcoat liking may be, there's a coat here that will fit hik
mind to a T.
i(

HART SCHAFFNER &

MRX.

I

3T
'1

1

r

s.i'
-

